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Junior Class Meeting 
A Junior Class meeting will be held Monday 
night at 7:30 in Room 1 of the Chemistry Building 
for the purpose of nominations for the position of 
senator. This meeting has been called by Bob 
Newton, and will be run by the Elections Board. 
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Midnighters Open Homecoming Tonight 
• * 
Tigerama Show Presents Student Spectacular 
iss Anne Sherman  I 
Begins Reign At 6:45; 
Anne Sherman has been selected Miss Tigerama by 
the student body.    She was elected by a margin of 
nearly 100 votes from 9S7 cast.    She will begin her 
reign tonight as the fifth Miss Tigerama. 
Anne, a junior this year, was 
Miss Tigerama 1961 
overwhelmed when told she had 
been  elected.  The  voting  turn- 
out was fair and Anne says 
she appreciates all the students 
three years of high school and 
lived in New York two years 
prior to coming to Clemson. 
While  living in New York,   she 
who participated in the ej .ended  Ur.iondale  High School 
and thanks everyone who had a in Long Island, 
part in making  it  possible  for 
her to receive this honor. 
Anne will be crowned to- 
night at the Tigerama spec- 
tacular by Mr. Claude Law- 
son, President of the Alumni 
Association. President R. C. 
Edwards will escort her. Anne, 
20 years old, is looking for- 
ward to Tigerama, and says 
that it will be the test pro- 
duction ever staged as the an- 
nual student spectacular. 
At   the   student   spectacular. 
Tigerama, tonight, there will be 
a fireworks display that should gucceedin" 
prove 
le at Daniel, Anne was 
a varsity cheerleader for four 
years. She was active in high 
school. She was a member of 
the French Club and the Latin 
Club, of which she was presi- 
dent her senior year, and is a 
member of Sigma Tau Epsilon. 
She was sponsor for Phi Psi 
ear and sponsor for the 
Pershing Rifles. Anne is pres- 
ently serving as Editor of the 
Women's  Directory. 
The first Tigerama Queen was 
Diane   Austin   of   Atlanta,   Ga. 
her    was    Barbara 
to   be   quite   inter ;,lard of Anderson.  x^  third 
Immediately following Tigerama Mi£S Tigerama was Nancv Ed. 
will be a pep rally for all stu-!wards of clemson, who was fol. 
dents  and  then- dates. lo,ved   bv   :,Iarearet   Thompson 
The five finalists were chosen; 0j   Anderson 
by  a   committee   of  Blue  Key, .  
sponsors   and   producers   of   Ti- 
gerama.   The   four   rumiers-up, i 
freshman   Annie   Owings,   from; 
Clemson,  Linda Huff from Hu- 
ron,     Ohio,     Prances    Mitchell'. 
from     Anderson,     and     Linda 
Chandler,    a    sophomore    from 
Clarksville,   Ga.,   will   serve   as 
members of her court. 
Anne is the daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Joe E. Sherman of 
Clemson.    She   is   majoring   in 
Sh    and    plans    to    teach l^™* oTt^^d^ j   *«? Ann£ She™ vvill officially be crowned Miss Tigerama 
school when she graduates. Anne;a committee coffiposM of Rooert    a* «« "^ s*!J't!ram? »«*«"». t0I»»ht at 6:4> »■ r* 
received honors her first semes- 1^      Wavne   Rish,   Bill   jones/   (Photo oy Frank Griffith)  
ter at Clemson  and now holds, Joh ^alke      Bruce   T^"- 
an  impressive  2.73  grade  point and   Web   Sullivall   volunteeretJ 
Students Show 
Lack Of Interest 
Toward Pep Club 
Tuesday night, the first meet- j 
ing of the Pep Club ended with i 
a complete lack of student par- j 
I ticipation.   Of   those   attending, 
Pianists To "Flip Their Lids' 




Tonight Hank Ballard and 
the Midnighters, backed by the 
Hank Moore  Orchestra,  will be 
By AXDY HEISKELL Rodgers,    Kern,    Porter    and    two years, the brilliant resident 
Tiger News Writer others. two   -   piano    team    appearing 
When the popular recording | The orchestrations of Ferrante weekly on ABC's Piano Play- 
duo. Ferrante and Teicher, and Teicher become something |house. They also composed and 
bring their all-new fun show, "different" with the new sound |Pla5'ed the music, with the ori- 
"Ferrante and Teicher Flip;effects gained by the use oL=inal sound effects, for the mo- highlighted as the first night's 
Their Lids," to the field house special instruments they have|tion Picture "Undersea Con-imain attraction for the Home- 
Thursday, Clemson students [ devised to extend the tonal Quest" dealing with deep seaj^1'11? ^ance; Tomorrow night 
will be witnessing a duo who range of their Steinway concert spear fishing, 
have been making music in tan- grand pianos, 
dern since their grade-school; These pianos have followed 
days, when both were six-year- Ferrante    and    Teicher    to    48! 
old prodigies at the famed Juil- 
liard School of Music in New 
York City. 
Following     their     graduation 
states and Canada in their spe- 
cially designed truck, delighting 
college and civic audiences. 
They   have   appeared   on   every 
from that noted mecca of mu-:maJ°r radio network and in 
sicianship, they concertized for! television, from the Garry 
a short period before returning Moore, Steve Allen, and Ernie 
to Juilliard as faculty members, 
Ferrante's and Teicher's 
friendly cooperation and 
shared interests extend to 
fields outside of music. Both 
have enjoyed weight lifting as 
a hobby, and both are accom- 
plished amateur photograph- 
ers. In other arocational pur- 
suits,    they    temporarily    part 
company,   for   Ferrante   is   an» Kovacs show, to the Dme Dong 1      ., , „ . , 
School    »"H   v,o„„   ra„n*4**   „_ I aTld boater, and Teicher a se- and  have  recorded  ex- 
:  rious   stamp   collector. teaching   theory   and   composi 
tion. During the next few years tensively     for     Columbia     and 
they   combined   pedagogy   with Westminster. "Ferrante    and   Teicher   Flip 
a limited schedule of touring, They are now recording ex-j Their Lids" is two hours of 
all the while working together' clusively for United Artists Rec- merriment and melody, a show- 
in creating that style of popular ords- They have appeared fre- that injects a bright, witty note 
pianoism "that  has  come  to  be gentry with Percy Faith on the; into concert hall entertainment, |TCry~~successful "in" the'rhythm 
CDA will feature Larry Elgart 
and his orchestra for the quiet 
side  of the  program. 
Hank  Ballard   and  the   Mid- 
nighters will  play from  9  p.m. 
till   1   a.m.   tonight.   Larry*'-El- 
gart and his orchestra will play 
tomorrow  night  from  8  till  12 
p.m.  Both dances  are informal. 
Hank Moore's Orchestra has 
backed  Hank  Ballard  and. the 
Midnighters    for    years.    The 
Midnighters,     Olympics     and 
the     Five     Satins    were     all 
backed   by   this   orchestra   at 
the University of South Caro- 
lina   recently. 
The   Midnighters   have   been 
known as Ferrante and Teicher's 
alone. In 1947 they resigned 
from teaching in order to de- 
vote full time to the concert 
medium. 
Innovation is the essence of 
Ferrante and Teicher's contri- 
bution to music and it is also 
a principal reason for their 
overwhelming success with crit- 
ics and audiences. 
Combining the pop classics 
with show tunes and their 
own arangements of "Exodus" 
and "Theme from 'The Apart- 
ment,'." which were hit rec- 
ords, these celebrated creators 
will also play their unique 
GgemMtts of puch favor- 
ite    composers    as    Gershwin, 
Woolworth  Hour,   and  were  for i according to critics. 
Gat or Farr Returns 
To Hold Last Rites 
Steve Long, head cheerleader, 
has announced the time of the 
GAMECOCK     FUNERAL.     The 
saddening ceremonies will be 
conducted Thursday night at 
6:15 in the west stands of Death 
Valley. Appropriate lamenta- 
tions w7iil be conducted by "Rev- 
erend"   Gator   Farr. 
'and blues field. Most of their 
more successful hits are in the 
jrock and roll field. Their record- 
ings of "Sexy Ways," "Let's 
I Go," "Finger Poppin, Con- 
tinental Walk," and "The 
j Twist" are some of their recent 
hits, 
wise, rat hats will have to be        T           _,                    '. . 
 ,.,/«.. ,   ..j Larry Elgart  and  his  orches- 
worn until Christmas holidays,    i      . .   >,   ..   . J
     jtra have acquired their reputa- 
A block schedule for the j tion as "The most popular 
freshman class listing areas to: dance band in America," by 
be guarded and those in charge making its character clear and 
of these areas, as well as the i staying in character, according 
names of the rats who will to critics, 
be   located   in   each   area,   will '■      Due   to 
ratio   for   her   three   years   at 
Clemson. 
Anne's father is director of 
Alumni at Clemson, Class of 
'34. Her older brother Eddie, 
22, is a senior at Clemson and 
her younger brother Walter, 
15, is a sophomore at Daniel 
High School. 
The    new    Queen    attended 
to  get the  club  started. 
They wish to extend an invi- 
tation to all Clemson students 
to attend the next meeting 
on Wednesday, in Room 1 of the 
Chemistry Building. Plans will 
be discussed for possible club 
participation   at  Clemson   away 
Miami Press Conference 
A.C.P. Opens 61 Annual Convention 
Delegates from The Tiger,, Attending as delegates from 
Taps and The Chronicle are in j The Tiger are Fred Bishop, As- 
Miami   Beach,   Fla.,   today   for'sociate   Editor;    Dave   Gumula, 
games, card sections for the fu-' the  37th  annual   conference  of: Managing   Editor;    Becky   Ep- 
ture,   and   means  of  informing, the Associated Collegiate Press, j ting,   News  Editor;   Gray  Gar- 
Daniel   High   School   her    last stu(jents of all pep rallies.  The The    convention    opened    last wood,    Feature   Editor;    Ralph 
pep rally for Homecoming will night at the Hotel Fontaine-1 Hood, Advertising Manager; 
be held in Death Valley at'bleau, convention headquarters, and Jerry Stafford, Photogra- 
6:45  p.m.   following  the  Tiger- and  will  close  tomorrow  after-jphy   Editor. Tactical Air Team 
Visits On Campus 
Tactical Air Command Brief- 
ing Team is scheduled to visit 
Clemson on Thursday and Fri- 
day. The group will give an 
hour's briefing to the entire 
AFROTC Cadet Corps on Thurs- 
day afternoon at 4:15 in the 
college auditorium. The team 
will also meet with the Friday 
morning classes. 
The briefing program is de- 
signed  to  inform  military  per- 
ama  presentation. i    Representing  ■ The    Chronicle 
Nation's Highest Honor 
Names 34 On Campus 
are Ted Wheeler, Editor; Bill 
Metts, Humor Editor; John 
Snavely, Feature Editor; and 
John Long, Business Manager. 
Delegates   from   Taps   include 
Gator Farr, a former Clem- 
son student, resides in Grove- 
land, Fla., where he is princi- 
pal of a school. He attended 
Clemson during the late twen- 
ties and graduated in 1930. 
He was the originator of the 
Senior Platoon and was its 
first leader. 
All rats will attend the rally 
a   printer's   error, 
some   of   the   Saturday   night 
tickets  were  printed  with  the 
wrong   prices   on   them.   The 
tickets   have    S3.09    plus   S.41 
tax on them. CDA regrets the 
situation, but it was unavoid- 
able. 
Dance   tickets    may   be   pur- 
All Freshmen are expected to chased in the dining hall. Prices 
|support    this    program    whole-;are   $8,   block   tickets"    Friday 
jheartedly   in   order   to   protect j night, $4; and $4.50 for the Sat- 
the campus again this year.        i urday   dance. 
be found on page A-3. 
Prior to this year, the funera! 
has   been, held   in   the   Araphi-    The    ?rouPs    *"m   be   Placed; 
theatre. The   new   location    in around   the   campus   forming   a 
Death Valley will provide a more !clrcle-   Two-way   radios  will   be 
spacious location for the ritual. Iused   for   communications   and | the headquarters will be set up i 
at Tillman Hall. 
Kemp Mooney, Designer; Liston in the stadium gaily decorated 
Nesmith, Classes Editor; George j as they have in the past. After 
Begg, Office Manager;.and Lee!the funeral,  they will form the 
Bearsch, junior staff. 
The opening convocation last 
night was held in the West 
Ballroom of the Fontaineblaeu 
with the principal address be- 
ing given by Dan DeLuce, 
general executive of the As- 
sociated Press. Scheduled to 
speak tomorrow at the closing 
luncheon is Nelson Poynter, 
publisher of the St. Peters- 
burg   TIMES. 
topics  of  interest  to  the  dele 
gates convened this morning at 
9. Topics ranged from "Report- 
By  JIM  MOORE | memorandum on selection. lfootball  squad  4,   and  is  a  Lt. 
Tiger News Writer Those     students     named     to; Colonel, Army ROTC. 
Thirty-four   Clemson   College, Who's Who are as follows:  For- j    Miles Melvin Bruce, Jr., Elec- 
students   have   been   named   to rest Jack Agee,  Jr.,  a  Physics trical   Engineering   senior   from 
Who's Who in American Colleges: major from Mt. Pleasant. Agee, JGreer, received the Phi Kappa j ing the News," "Fine Points 
sonnel and civilians of the Tac-1 and Universities, according to a junior, has received high hon-1 Phi Award 3, SAME Junior! for Better Yearbooks," "The 
tical Air Command's role with Dr. F. A.- Burtner, chairman of ors 1, 2; was a finalist for the Award 3, Schlumberger Scholar-I Magazine Editor and His Prob- 
emphasis on its small war capa-iHonors and Awards Committee. | Trustees' Medal 2, and has beenisriip Award 4 and is a member ilems" to "The College Press 
bility. |The group includes five juniorsja member of Phi Eta Sigma 1, 2,  of Tau Beta Pi 3_ 4; Phi KappaJFaces Communism" and "Free- 
Of   particular   interest   is  the and 29 seniors. 3, S.A.M.E. 2, 3, and Alpha Phi:      (Continued on Page A-6)       Idom  of  the  College  Press." 
role   TAC   will   play   with   the       The selection to Who's Who,   ' Omega 2,  3.   He  has  also  been 
considered  one of the highest  j a   member   of   Wesley   Founda- 
honors on this and nearly eve-   jtion 1, 2, 3;  Tiger Band 1, 2. 3 
procession on to the bonfire, 
for the cremation of the re- 
mains. 
Everyone is urged to attend 
and to come early so as to pre- 
vent conflict with the concert, 
also scheduled for that night at 
8  p.m. 
Clemson Tradition 
It has been Clemson tradition 
that all rats guard the campus 
before  the  Clemson  -  Carolina 
Section    meetings    on   various game.   It  is  also  expected   that 
the rats take part in other ac- 
tivities scheduled for them, such 
as beating the drum for 24 hours 
prior to the game. 
Rats are reminded that they 
may discontinue wearing their 
rat hats after the Solid Sat- 
urday game PROVIDED the 
Tigers win this game.  Other- 
Students, Correct Injustice 
By Replacing Hearing Aid 
Bob. Newton, president of the 
student body, has announced 
that student government will 
purchase a replacement for the 
hearing aid which was stolen 
from a freshman two weeks 
ago. 
Newton said, "There are any 
number of sources in the alumni 
to obtain these emergency 
funds." He continued in saying 
that he felt that the students 
themselves should have the 
chance to correct this gross in- 
justice to one of their fellow 
class mates and Clemson Men. 
Students will be given the op- 
portunity to display their sense 
of justice by contributing at the 
Student Gate before or after the 
Homecoming Game. The collec- 
tion of these funds will be car- 
ried out by a service organiza- 
tion. 
As reported in The Tiger last 
week, the hearing aid was stolen 
from the student's room on 
C-8. It was first assumed that 
the instrument was taken from 
the room as a practical joke, 
however, the facts point to a 
premeditated theft. 
The hearing aid was valued 
at three hundred and fiflj dol- 
lars and was given to him by 
the State of South Carolina. He 
has been attending class in the 
hopes that the thief would re- 
turn the hearing aid, but since 
it has not been returned, and he 
cannot continue in class under 
(Continued on Page A-6) 
Strategic Army Command in the 
newly developed consolidated 
strike   force. 
Members of the team include 
Major Matthew T. Dunn,  team 
chief; Major Gordon L. Buttles; 
Major  Robert  J.  Spence;   Cap 
tain   Ernest   P.   Couture; 
Captain   Billy   F.   Rogers. 
ry other college campus in the 
nation, was based on charac- 
ter, scholarship, leadership in 
extra-curricular activities and 
potentiality for future useful- 
and ness to business and society, 
j   according     to     the     national 
Awards Cash Prizes 
Homecoming Display 
Judging Time Set 
Judges for the Homecoming 
displays this weekend have 
been selected. They range from 
outsiders to students and fac- 
ulty members. They are as fol- 
lows: 
Harold N. Cooledge, Jr., As- 
sociate Professor of Architec- 
ture; W. E. Freeman, Jr., 
head of a well-known Green- 
ville architectural firm, and 
an alumnus of Clemson Col- 
lege; and Lowery H. Davis, 
head of the Agricultural Edu- 
cation Department. They will 
assemble in the office of the 
Assistant Dean of Students at 
9 a.m. tomorrow morning, and 
will then make a tour of the 
display position, accompanied 
by Bob Wall, chairman of the 
Council of Club Presidents. 
Displays have been divided 
into two categories for judging 
purposes:   Animated,   for  which 
there is one prize of $25.00; in- 
animate, for which there are 
three prizes; first prize of 
$25.00; second, of $15.00; and 
third of $10.00. Winners will 
be announced during halftime 
ceremonies of the football game. 
Student Parking 
Contrary to what was 
printed in THE TIGER last 
week, students WILL NOT 
be permitted to park cars on 
Williamson Road for the 
dance Friday night or the 
game Saturday. The only 
time student cars will be per- 
mitted on Williamson Road 
will be AFTER THE GAME 
SATURDAY. Freshmen 
MAY NOT KEEP their cars 
on campus next week. They 
must be returned home by 
Monday, November  6. 
and Assistant Supply Officer; in 
the Army ROTC Band, he is a 
1st Sergeant. 
Joab Mauldin Anderson, 
Civil Engineering junior "om 
Greenwood, was president of 
his freshman class, is vice- 
president of Tiger Brother- 
hood, secretary of Sigma Al- 
pha Zeta, and sports editor of 
TAPS. He is a member of 
CDA Jr. Staff, a Battle Group 
Sergeant Major, Army ROTC, 
and is a member of the Block 
"C" Club and varsity football 
squad. 
James Franklin Belk, an Elec- 
trical Engineering senior from 
Columbia, won the A.I.E.E.- 
I.R.E. award 3, is a member of 
Tau Beta Pi, Blue Key, AIEE- 
IRE, Council of Club Presidents 
3,4 ; P.S.A. 1, 2, 3, 4, President 
4; YMCA Cabinet 3, WSBF 
2, 3, 4, Engineering Director 4; 
Student Senate 3, 4; was Chair- 
man. Music Committee Junior 
I Follies 2, and is this year's Ti- 
;
 gerama Technical Committee 
j Chairman. 
Wade Wendell Black, Indus- 
trial Management senior from 
Batesburg, received The Re- 
serve Officers' Association Med- 
al 1, is a DMS, member of 
Scabbard and Blade 2, S.A.M. 
1, I.M.S. 1. He has been a 
member of Freshman Council 
1; Delta Phi Kappa 2: Tiger 
Brotherhood 2, Executive Ser- 
geants   1,   Block   "C"   Club   3, 
Shown above are the students chosen for Who's Who honors. They are, left 
to right: Tim Timmerman; First diagonal row down—Whitey Holliday, Bobby 
Dansby, Jim Eddings, Jack Agee, Melvin Bruce; second row down—Bob Cole- 
man, Rusty Willimon, Norman Guthrie, Pat Jenkins, Becky Epting; third row 
down—Don Heilig, Charlie Hagood, Jim Stepp, Jim Fagan, Jim Caughman, 
Richard Sherer, and Tatum Gressette. On the right half (left to right): first 
row up—Jerry Harmon, Bob Wall, Bob Newton, Charlie Jones, Marvi Dean 
Moore; second row up—Boyd Loadholt, Joe Hughes, Bob Teague, Gray Gar- 
wood, Kemp Mooney; third row up—Wendell Black, Jim Bryant, Jim Belk 
Jim Murray and Jakie Lee. At the right is Joe Anderson. (Photo by Jerry Staf- 
ford). 
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EDITORIALS 
Berlin Crisis Worsens; 0 r The Ballad Of Big Bluff 
"John . . 
Tell You 
Don't Know Exactly How To 
. But About The Dance.. ." 
The recent news coming out of the 
Berlin crisis reminds us of a military 
poked game.. . .tanks as the cards, peace 
or war as the "kitty", with Kennedy and 
Khrushchev as the Bart and Bret Mave- 
rics of International Gambling. 
"Bart" (Kennedy) opened with about 
a 15 tank "ante." "Bret" (Khrushchev) 
saw "Bart's" 15 tanks and raised him 
three more. It was at this time they 
decided to temporarily interrupt their 
poker game and went to their game of 
"Who is the best (big) shot?" 
Nehru — the local sheriff — suggest- 
ed that they fight this out later.    The 
local town council (the United Nations) 
timidly backed up the sheriff's sugges- 
tion. 
Meanwhile, back in the casino (Ber- 
lin), the fans (the Berliners) were get- 
ting restless and wanted to see what 
would be the final outcome of the poker 
game (crisis). 
"Bart" immediately saw "Bret's" 
raise of three tanks and called him — 
exactly what "Bart" called "Bret" we 
aren't sure, but apparently "Bret" will 
have his usual reply. In any case, we 
hope the boys have set a "house limit" 
which is not too high! 
Administration Gives Free Hand 
To Tiger-No Censorship 
Many interested students have posed 
the question of censorship of The Tiger 
by the administration of Clemson. The 
following information, we hope, will 
satisfactorily answer the question. 
First of all, Dr. Edwards has stated 
many times on many occasions that 
there will be no censorship of The 
Tiger. This is true in all respects! The 
administration never sees what is in- 
cluded in the paper until Friday morn- 
ing. We, the staff of The Tiger, deter- 
mine what goes into the make-up of the 
paper. 
It is the Editor's perogative, not the 
administration's, however, to "kill" any 
article, column, editorial, or picture, 
which may be harmful to the college or 
not meeting the requirements of jour- 
nalistic ethics. 
At the SUSGA press conference last 
week, we learned that censorship by the 
administration is a common practice at 
many colleges. All columns and edi- 
torials must be turned in for approval by 
members of the administration. This is 
unheard of here at Clemson. The ad- 
ministration has never withheld, to our 
knowledge, any information from The 
Tiger. 
Usually when a controversial issue 
presents itself, the editor is called in and 
given the information, without having 
the necessity to request it. This we feel, 
is an example of the willingness of the 
administration to keep the students in- 
formed. There are times however, 
when information which has been given 
to The Tiger will not be printed. 
Let us give an example. Several 
weeks ago, there was a great deal of con- 
troversy concerning a professor at Clem- 
son. The Tiger was given all informa- 
tion concerning the incident and was 
told that we could use our judgment as 
to use of the information. 
It was our decision, alone, not to 
print anything concerning the matter, 
because it would serve no beneficial 
purposes, and would do the most damage 
only to the person concerned. 
ROTC Fulfills Vital Need In Defense Of Nation 
Have you ever listened to a group of 
freshmen discuss the ROTC program? 
Try it some time — most of the Fresh- 
men have the same opinion on the mili- 
tary—they consider it "Mickey Mouse." 
This is expected behavior for a 
Freshman, but not for upperclassmen. 
By the time a student (male) reaches 
his third year in college, he should wake 
up and face his responsibilities. 
Military supremacy is vital for the 
defense of our nation. It is everyone's 
responsibility to insure that America is 
prepared to defend herself in the case of 
war against all enemies, or to be pre- 
pared as a deterrent to would-be aggres- 
sors. The purpose of ROTC is to train 
capable college men to assume the re- 
sponsibilities of military leadership. 
Some students take advanced Mili- 
tary Science for two purposes; money, 
and credits, but this is not true of the 
majority of those students enrolled in 
the advanced courses. The military de- 
ppai 'ment at Clemson is one of the finest 
j in the nafion, and the caliber of the stu- 
dents and instructors is the reason for 
the high-esteem given Clemson's mili- 
tary program. ><&. 
The freshman should make a sincere 
j effort   to mastr fundamentals of 
military education,    both in the class- 
room and on the drill field. It would be 
foolish to assume that most Freshmen 
understand the real value and essence of 
basic ROTC, but in considering that we 
may beat war in the near future, of the 
possibility of the outbreak of -.hostilities 
in the present unpredictable world situ- 
ation, the training that even a fresh- 
man receives would be valuable. 
Some very important improvements 
have been made since last year in the 
Army ROTC program. The biggest im- 
provement was getting rid of the Senior 
Officers Platoon. The SOP, in our opin- 
ion, is better off like it is — non-exis- 
tent. 
We feel the Military Science Depart- 
ment showed great wisdom in deleting 
this particular organization. Because of 
an additional battle group formed this 
year, more of the students will be get- 
ting a chance to develop their leader- 
ship abilities. 
We should all take our military pro- 
gram with the utmost seriousness. With- 
out ROTC, this nation's military 
strength would be greatly weakened. . .. 
weakened to the point perhaps, that a 
war could prove fatal. We are fighting 
Communists; and the only power they 
understand is military power. Some peo- 
ple have the idea that . . . "It is better 
to be Red, than dead." We feel sure the 
American people feel otherwise. 
"He Roars For 
Tiger 
Clemson College 
Member South  Carolina  Collegiate  Press  Association 
Member Associated Collegiate Press 
Founded by the Class of 1SU7 and published weekly during the school year by Students of Clemson 
College,   The   Tiger   is South   Carolina's oldest  college newspaper.   Its   claim,   "The   South's   Most 
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Point Of View 
Young Americans For Freedom 
Takes Stand Against Liberalism 
Riding high on the wave of 
so-called collegiate conserva- 
tism in America are new so- 
cieties of college conservatives 
who, judging by their outspok- 
en and fanatical opposition to 
the present administration, 
must have the answer to the 
ills of American government. 
One such example of these 
organizations Is the Young 
Americans for Freedom, Inc. 
which has mem- 
bers in colleges 
in all parts of 
the United 
States including 
■ South Carolina. 
A branch of 
^HW^ £m YAF has been 
HF~T£ ims 'ormed &t the 
Wm JeJHI University of 
South Carolina and there al- 
legedly is a movement afoot to' 
establish one at Clemson. 
There is a danger in these 
organizations. Many students 
join such organizations with- 
out a forethought as to the 
true, sometimes veiled purpose 
of these groups. It calls for 
more than just a cursory 
glance at the organization and 
its goals to decide its real pur- 
pose. 
The Young Americans For 
Freedom, started only last 
Fall, already has a member- 
ship of over 21,000. This or- 
ganization is sort of a junior 
John Birch Society and fol- 
lowing the arch conservative 
line it is anti-labor, anti-Ken- 
nedy, anti-Neutrals and anti- 
U.N. 
The magazine and official 
spokesman for the YAF is the 
New    Guard.    I    think    every 
By   ZALIN   B.   GRANT 
Tiger Editorial Columnist 
Clemson student should read 
this magazine. Its editorials 
are about as unbiased as a 
Ku Klux Klan brochure in 
Mississippi. These conserva- 
tives have, inadvertently or, 
perhaps, purposely become 
back-pedaling, name - calling 
reactionaries who obviously 
think that liberalism is a 
dirty word. 
This is not a defense of lib- 
eralism and neither is it a dis- 
course against conservatism, 
but, more important, I believe 
there are dangers in such or- 
ganizations as the YAF that 
must  be  recognized. 
For instance, the primary 
attraction of the YAF is its 
aggressive stand against com- 
munism. But in taking this 
■stand, it also emphasizes that 
it is against strong govern- 
ment, the United Nations and 
hints broadly that certain 
leading Americans have defi- 
nite  leftist  leanings. 
Organizations of this type 
spring up and attract national 
attention with their ostensible 
anti - communist beliefs. But 
then in the background, ideas 
of weakening the government, 
of creating social discontent, 
of promoting distrust in our 
leaders are sown in the process 
of cramming the dangers of 
communism down the throats 
of   uninformed   people. 
Will time prove that the 
Young Americans For Free- 
dom is just another communist 
inspired organization? Many 
educated, influential and now 
regretful people have been 
duped into joining organiza- 
tions in the past which can 
be found on the current sub- 
versive list compiled by the 
Attorney General and the 
F.B.I. 
According to the YAF bro- 
chure, "The collectivisms of 
an earlier day — disguised as 
'liberalism,' and implemented 
in the New Deal, the Fair 
Deal and the Square Deal — 
have lost their lustre and at- 
traction. Only the diehards, 
the misinformed and the blind 
continue to follow those ban- 
ners today." 
In other words, if you aren't 
a conservative, there is ques- 
tion as to whether you're 
really a true, thinking Amer- 
ican. . Extremist organizations, 
such as the YAF, are doing 
more to confuse the thinking 
of present day Americans than 
they are to point out the real 
dangers of communism. 
Mr. William F. Buckley, Jr., 
author of "Up From Liberal- 
ism," is the self-styled spokes- 
man of this new conservative 
group and is featured in the 
YAF magazine supporting 
wholeheartedly the House 
Committee on Un - American 
Activities. 
He says, "The House Com- 
mittee on Un-American Ac- 
tivities ... is responsible for 
the development of more 
serious information . . . than 
the typical department of po- 
litical science in the typical 
university." 
This outstanding YAF mem- 
ber and seemingly "True 
American" has been accused 
of advocating religious teach- 
ing in public schools . . . and 
he has attacked the system of 
majority rule and universal 
manhood suffrage. 
How many Clemson students 
will join the Young Americans 
For Freedom? 
Talk Of The Town 
Bookstore Profits Still Need 
Action By Studen\ Government 
Last semester great contro- 
versies raged all over campus 
concerning the status of our 
bookstore. Prices were inves- 
tigated, senate action was 
planned, a student referendum 
was held, and then quietly and 
sedately the whole matter was 
dropped. Once more only stu- 
dent moans were to be heard 
on the matter. 
Why was not 
I any action car- 
fried out on the 
\ "big issue"? 
|The student ref- 
; erendum held 
|was the largest 
{percentage ever 
I recorded in a 
|student body 
vote. Nearly 80% were in favor 
of changing the policy to one 
which would more benefit the 
student and not just the ath- 
letic  association. 
I was on the committee that 
investigated the prices of the 
book store and every price that 
they were charging was found 
to be the same as on the pub- 
lisher's invoice. These books do 
not come postage paid and 
therefore the bookstore is al- 
lowed a 20% reduction from 
the list price to cover the cost 
of shipping. 
Whether this percentage is 
more or less than is needed I 
am not in a position to say, 
but   it   is   a   necessary   factor 
By   GRAY   GARWOOD 
Tiger Feature Editor 
since the bookstore must know 
how much money they will 
have on hand to operate on 
and this percentage works as 
a cost factor in this. 
Last week I attended a con- 
ference at the University of 
Alabama, and while there I 
took the opportunity to look 
over and compare prices to 
see if there was any truth in 
the alleged rumor of over- 
pricing. In every case the 
books used here were the 
same price as the same book 
there. 
However, this Alabama 
bookstore handles their prof- 
its in a somewhat different 
manner. The store is run by 
the student union and all 
profits go into a student wel- 
fare fund. From this fund are 
drawn sufficient funds to cov- 
er the cost of intramural 
sports, provide for necessary 
student welfare, pay for the 
cost of upkeep on the student 
golf course, and other projects 
that benefit the entire student 
body. 
Our bookstore makes a nice 
profit; this cannot be denied. 
And this profit is funneled 
through to the athletic associ- 
ation where it goes to benefit 
only a few students. 
This may be good from one 
standpoint; bad from another. 
No one student can have the 
overall picture and cannot ef- 
fectively   judge   the   situation. 
However, in the announced 
plans of Student Government 
for this year mention was 
made of this issue. 
Through research and re- 
ports Student Government 
could possibly obtain the en- 
tire' view that is necessary for 
a decision one way or anoth- 
er. Again I say to the student, 
"Stop griping to yourselves 
and see your class senator. 
You elected him to do this 
work and it is up to you to 
see that he carries out his part 
of the bargain." 
Another thought that has 
occurred to me involves the 
status of our class rings. Why 
is it that a seemingly private 
concern is handling the class 
rings? It would seem more 
feasible to me that the senior 
class be in charge of this work/ 
After all, it affects only us. 
Also the profit that is derived 
from this sale is reportedly 
small. 
Be that as it may, it would 
probably take a huge burden 
off the shoulders of this 
private concern. And this 
profit could be disallowed to 
reduce the cost of the rings, 
or be added to the senior class 
treasury. Money from this 
treasury could be used to ben- 
efit the school as a large 
enough amount is accumulated 
(i.e. campus benches, put wa- 
ter in the reflection pool, etc.). 
Think on this! 
One Manfs Opinion 
Good Teaching involves 
any Factors In Class 
By FRED BISHOP 
Tiger Associate Editor 
Often I have heard criticism of professors for their 
teaching methods. Students have complained that 
this professor doesn't give fair tests, or that he can't 
get the subject across, or some other fault. I have 
been among those who have criticized, and most stu- 
dents at this school can include themselves in the 
category of-being critical. 
There are at the present time around 300 pro- 
fessors at Clemson. There are approxi- 
mately 4,000 students attending classes. 
Put these two figures together and you 
have an idea of the possible com- 
■ binations of only one factor in the 
"to teach, to learn" process. Mind you, 
this is only one factor, and now think of 
the many facets of teaching and learn- 
ing. Is it possible for a professor to please everyone, 
or to get his subject across to the student in the man- 
ner that the student expects the professor to present 
it? 
There is always some degree of friction in a 
situation where somebody or some group are subordi- 
nates. Anytime someone must do as others tell him or 
her, there is a degree of rebellion. 
I have often been disgusted with some of the 
instructions I have received at Clemson; likewise, 
there are probably some professors (or instructors) 
who have been disgusted with my learning efforts. 
This is something that we can safely assume and it 
will probably continue to be true not only in my case, 
but in many others. 
The whole subject of whether or not a professor 
is good or "bad", is one of great discussion, much mis- 
understanding, and rare solution, and it will continue 
to be a topic of discussion at Clemson and other col- 
leges. 
There have been various factors influencing the 
molding and maturing of the personalities that we 
see in front of us in the classroom. Scientists have 
yet to determine an equation which covers the factors 
influencing the development of a personality or 
measuring those qualities needed to be a good teacher. 
Many times the students have a legitimate case 
against some of the wrongs committed against them, 
but the primary problems do not lie with the profes- 
sors but those who select the professors. Those se- 
lecting the men who instruct us also have a problem 
and that is money. The sooner this problem is solved, 
then the sooner we will be receiving a higher quality 
education. 
There are at Clemson, many professors who teach 
because there are many other things they consider 
more valuable other than money. These professors are 
dedicated men and women. Theirs is often a thankless 
job, but it is probably one of the most important pro- 
fessions in the world. 
All persons believe that there are certain quali- 
ties needed in order to provide good instruction, but in 
dealing with those who teach, remember that perfec- 
tion is what we strive for, and perfection is not within 
the human race. Remember that faults are not only 
confined to students but to those humans designated 
by the term "teachers." 
Students should be more appreciative of the sac- 
rifices that professors make. Many of the teachers 
have sacrificed higher paying jobs in industry, be- 
cause they appreciate and realize the need for good 
instruction and because they have a sincere interest 
in the needs and welfare of Clemson and the students. 
So, before complaining, — remember! 
Loggia Needs Light 
In Order to Prevent Mishaps 
Have you ever. . . .been walking on the Loggia 
late at night, after a show, or coming from various 
places, and happened to run into some black object, 
commonly known in the daytime as a chair. 
From the amount of light on the Loggia, one could 
easily be stone cold sober and wind up in the hospital, 
especially after running into chairs, columns, and 
particularly the stairs leading up to the student 
lounge. 
What we would like to know is if if would be 
possible to have some light on the subject? We realize 
that there are lights on the Loggia, but these are only 
turned on for special events. Actually, it would not 
^be necessary to turn on all of these lights, but, if it 
were possible, there ought to be a few of them turned 
on so that there would be less chance of someone hav- 
ing an unfortunate fall. 
We have also noticed that the book, A Rebel Came 
Home, edited by Professors E. M. Lander, Jr. and C. 
M. MeGee, Jr. is available now in the Clemson Col- 
lege Book Store. Professor Lander is a member of 
the faculty of the Social Sciences Department, and 
Professor McGee is a member of the faculty of the 
English Department. We would like to add our con- 
gratulations to those two fine Clemson faculty mem- 
bers, and also add that this is an indication of the 
excellent instruction Clemson has — that Clemson 
faculty members continue to add not only to their 
own improvement, but the name of the college by 
such deeds. 
Indeed, when Clemson's quality of instruction is 
known throughout the various fields in which faculty 
members involve themselves, then the administra- 
tion of the college need not apologize at all. The 
comments of others in many fields as to the quality of 
instruction and the preparedness of the graduates, 
speaks for the quality of education at Clemson. Re- 
spect is earned and only through just effort. 
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Tigerbits 
JUNIORS SPONSOR DINNER 
The Junior Class will sponsor 
a chicken and Bar-B-Q pork 
dinner tomorrow before the 
football game on the field oppo- 
l site the stadium. The cost will 
be $1.25 per plate. 
PIT-COOKED BAR-B-Q 
It was decided that the Block 
and Bridle Club will hold its 
annual barbecue near the field 
house tomorrow during the Tu- 
lane game. The menu will in- 
I elude pit - cooked barbecue, 
* hash, slaw, rice, rolls, tea, and 
coffee. The price is $1.50 per 
plate. 
AAUP ELECTS OFFICERS 
The Clemson chapter of the 
American Association of Uni- 
versity Professors elected of- 
ficers for the 1961-62 academic 
year at their business meeting 
on Oct. 18. 
I. A. Trively wa* elected 
president, and A. H. Holt was 
elected vice-president. E. M. 
Lander was elected secretary- 
treasurer, while H. M. Felder, 
John Goodman, and Koloman 
Lehotsky were elected to serve 
: on the council. 
AIA GIVES TEA 
An afternoon tea was given 
in the lounge of the YMCA last 
Sunday by the Ladies Auxiliary 
of the Student Chapter of the 
AIA. Refreshments were served 
from four to five in the after- 
noon. 
Serving as hostesses were 
Mrs. William McMinn, Facul- 
ty Auxiliary advisor; Mrs. 
Robert Hunter, Assistant Ad- 
visor; Mrs. Edward Dunning, 
President; Mrs. Fred Ehni, 
Vice President; and Mrs. Ar- 
nold Beechum, Social Chair- 
man. Mr. Jack Team, fifth 
year design student, provid- 
ed piano music for the occa- 
sion. 
Dean and Mrs. Harlan Mc- 
Clure, other members of the 
Architectural Faculty, and stu- 
dents in the School of Archi- 
tecture  attended  the  tea. 
PLANS OPEN HOUSE 
"Open House" is planned for 
tomorrow from 11 a.m. till 1 
p.m. Parents and friends will 
have a chance to visit the dor- 
mitories and get a glimpse of 
dormitory life, according to dor- 
mitory officials. 
Honored Mission Gives Rats 
Highest Post: Guard Campus 
Clemson campus will be pro- 
tected during the weekend of 
the Clemson-Carolina game by 
several groups. A meeting time 
and place will be announced 
later for each specific group by 
Freshman  class officers. 
Freshman class senators will 
be in charge of each group. All 
Freshmen are required to attend 
these meetings. They will be 
held on Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday nights of next week. 
The senator's name who is in 
charge of each group, along 
with the respective students for 
each group are as follows: 
Phil   Bradley 
room   E-fi2'> 
Aaron,   Jack.   P. 
through 
Browr>,   M. 
Charles  Andrews 
room   E-536 
Brown,   Roy   H. 
through 
Dowling,   G. 
3 
Bill    Casson 
room   8-210 
Dowling,  Joe   H. 
through 
Greenway, C. 
Lloyd   KaDp 
room   C-722 
Gregory, Jackson 
through 
Justus,   R. 
Bill   Hagler 
room   8-216 
Kaiser,   David 
through 
Marino,  J. 
Bill   Campbell 
room   E-625 
Mcmurray,   F. 
through 
Preston,   D. 
Charles    Funderburke 
room   A-7M1 
Preston,   Larry 
through 
Spears,   J. 
S 
John   Crosby 
room   A-709 
Spearman,    Ronald 
through 
Trotter,   Larry 
Charles   Abies. 
room   D-425 ' 
Troublefield,   Thomas 
through 
Zinn,  Harold 
Captain Walker Visits Clemson; 
Presents P.L.C. Corps Program 
Captain John B. Walker, Jr., 
Marine Corps Officer Selection 
Officer for South Carolina, is 
scheduled to visit Clemsbn Col- 
lege Monday through Wednes- 
day, 6-8 November 1961. While 
at Clemson, he plans to inter- 
view those students interested 
in obtaining a Marine Corps 
Commission. At present, vacan- 
cies exist for both ground and 
aviation  training. 
Captain Walker stated that 
several excellent programs are 
offered by the Marine Corps. 
The Platoon Leaders Class is 
available to freshmen, sopho- 
mores and juniors, while seniors 
may participate in the Officer 
Candidate  Course. 
While at Clemson, Captain 
'Walker and the members of his 
team will be located in the Stu- 
dents' Lounge. All interested 
students may contact him there 
between 9  a.m.  and 4 p.m. 
Baldwin  Sez 
Editor's Note: The following ar- 
ticle appeared in Campus Com- 
ments, the school paper of Mary 
Baldwin College, Staunton, Va. 
"CLEMSON COLLEGE: 
'South Carolina's Oldest Col- 
lege Newspaper* recently ran a 
picture of a quite impressive 
new sign reading 'PRESIDENTS 
HOME.' Underneath the pic- 
ture the fact that the MacMillan 
Handbook of English advises the 
use of an apostrophe and s to 
form a possessive was confided 
to the reader. The next week, 
captioned 'Many Thanks,' there 
appeared a picture of the same 
sign now grammatically correct 
with its proud and unmistakable 
apostrophe. 
TERRY BOTTLING COMPANY 
BEAT TULANE! 
Under Appointment Of Pepil-CoL Co. — New York 
Git It While It's Hot 
Fearless Fred Bush wages war on Canteen coffee prices. More 
of Fred's activities may be viewed on B-4 and B-5 of Special 
Feature Section.  (Photo Feature by Stafford) 
Letters To Tom 
Dear Tom, 
What is the purpose of a 
Clemson dance? We hope it is 
to provide entertainment for 
the majority of those who wish 
to attend. We think that per- 
sons who can't tolerate variety 
in dancing are pedantic clods. 
Those who would eliminate all 
rock and roll obviously haven't 
been anywhere lately. If most 
of the students prefer to slow 
dance, most of the music should 
be arranged accordingly. Until 
this is found to be true, we don't 
think anyone can safely judge 
rock and roll to be suitable 
only "at a post-dance party, 
weekend at the beach, or sim- 
ilar activities" or "if you are 
drunk and feel like making an 
ass of yourself." Such a judg- 
ment might reflect upon the 
social seclusion of the indi- 
vidual who made it. 
Larry   Blair,   '62 
Jim  Davey,   '62 
Phil Severy,  '62 
Dear Tom, 
In reference to a number of 
letters which have appeared in 
this column in the past, we 
bring forth the following ob- 
servations: 
Whereas Clemson has 4,000 
students, all of which, psycholo- 
gists tell us, could not have the 
same likes and dislikes; we feel 
that the C.D.A. is doing an ex- 
ceptional job of trying to please 
the faction which is in favor of 
Rock and Boll groups. 
We firmly believe in indivdu- 
alism, but just where do certain 
individuals feel they will find 
such groups as The Drifters, 
The Clovers, The Five Royals, 
and the Midnighters at a high 
school sock hop. Those who re- 
fer to Rock and Roll as being 
undanceable music could possi- 
bly have a good time if they 
knew how  to dance. 
We don't propose to be so 
self-centered as to request only 
Rock and Roll groups at C.D.A. 
sponsored dances, for we also 
very much enjoy hearing big 
name swing bands; however, 
not in any greater proportions 
than they now appear. 
In conclusion we feel that the 
acceptance and enthusiasm giv- 
en the rock and roll groups that 
have appeared here in the past 
best determine the type of mu- 
sic which is preferred by the 
true Clemson College man. 
John  McConnell   '64 
Bud  McKonald  '64 
Clint Caban '63 
P.S. You chronic gripers come 
to the Friday night rock and 
roll dance. It won't matter if 
your frilly britches show. 
Unavoidable Problems 
Politically Speaking 
By BILL SCHACHTE 
Tiger Special News Writer 
The South has always had its 
problems—some avoidable, some 
unavoidable. Here's one which 
must be accepted and classified 
properly as "unavoidable." Re- 
districting ... 6 of our 12 
southern states lose representa- 
tives . . . West Virginia will 
lose its only Republican con- 
gressman—Rep. Arch Moore ... 
the logical reason behind this 
is that the Democratic legisla- 
ture of West Virginia are dis- 
tricted in such a way as to cut 
Moore's district in half .... 
North Carolina loses its only 
Republican congressman — Rep. 
Charles Roper Jonas . . . Ken- 
tucky swings the same political 
axe—goodbye to Rep. Eugene 
Siler . . . our "much needed" 
friends in California are pick- 
ing up 8 seats—largest gain of 
any state . . . New York loses 
2 seats . . . our once powerful 
Pennsylvania loses 3 . . . the 
writing's on the wall—the popu- 
lation in the U. S. is moving 
away from the South and East 
to the West and Midwest. 
Controversial John Birch So- 
ciety member Gen. Edwin A. 
Walker will more than likely be 
"muzzled" again by some "in- 
fluential Senate Conservatives" 
. , . Texas talk is that General 
Walker may be a candidate for 
Governor of Texas in '62 or 
Senator in '64 . . . 
Senate Foreign Relations 
Chairman William Fulbright 
(Ark) — the same committee 
which had some dealings with 
General Walker and "others" 
may be opposing Gov. Orvel 
Faubus or Rep. Dale Alford for 
re-election . . . Remember the 
Fulbright Memorandum? — In- 
nuendo—Could be that . Thur- 
mond wants the Arkansas "kiss 
of death" for Fulbright. 
Sen. Jacob Javits (NY) was 
rated 100% by the Americans 
for Democratic Action while his 
cohort Sen. Keating (NY) was 
listed by the New York Times 
at $60 ... . Misprint? . . . . 
People out New Jersey way say 
that if the gubernatorial elec- 
tion between former Labor Sec- 
retary James Mitchell and for- 
mer State Superior Court Jus- 
tice Judge Richard Hughes were 
held today, Republican Mitchell 
would have it in the bag . 
Ditto Mayor Wagner against 
GOP Louis Lefkovity for the 
New York Mayoralty . . . Ken- 
nedy has entered the California 
ruckus—be accepted on invita- 
tion from Democratic Party 
Leaders in California to make 
a political speech in Los Angeles 
November   18. 
Would you say that former 
Vice President Richard M. Nix- 
on is one young American who 
is looking forward to the draft? 
Lonesome Loungers 
Loggia Loungers, the scourge of Clemson Dance weekends, 
peep daintily inside the dining hall to view weekend beauties 
at the Rat Hop, who met their gaze with a disgnested twirl 
of their skirts and danced away. (Photo by Stafford) 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO. 
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
Hardware - Sporting Goods 
"Serving This Section Since  1885" 
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
NOVEMBER 3 & 4 
"7 WOMEN 
FROM  HELL" 
— • — 
LATE SHOW FRIDAY 
NIGHT,  NOVEMBER  3 
"THE 
TRUNK" 
— • — 
SUNDAY & MONDAY 




—  •  — 





: OCONEE : 
: THEATRE: 
SENECA, S. C. 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3 
"FRANCIS 
OF ASSISI" 
— • — 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4 
"VILLAGE OF 
THE   DAMNED" 
— • — 
SATURDAY  NITE 
"FANNY" 
LESLIE CARON 
—  •  — 
MONDAY & TUESDAY 
NOVEMBER 6 & 7 
"FANNY" 
— • — 
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY 





Fort Hill Federal Savings And Loan Association 
Of Clemson 
GirlTrktcher's Guide 
Presented by Pall Mall Famous Cigarettes 
Bare-Backed Beachbomb 
0J3§@®K] § ° What about standards? 
Advanced students of girl watching never waste eyeball 
effort watching girls who are not beautiful. Standards 
must be kept high. 
But how do we judge whether a girl is worth watch- 
ing? Although many strict academicians will shudder at 
our aesthetics, we must insist that a girl is beautiful if 
she is beautiful to you. (That's the beauty of girl watch- 
WHY BE AN AMATEUR? 
JOIN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY 
OF GIRL WATCHERS NOW! 
FREE MEMBERSHIP CARD. Visit the editorial office of 
this publication for a free membership card in the world's 
only society devoted to discreet, but relentless, girl watch- 
ing. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card. 
This ad based on the book, "The Girl Watcher's Guide." Text. 
Copyright by Donald J. Sauers. Drawings: Copyright by Eldon 
Dedini. Reprinted by permission of Harper A Brothers. 
ing. Every girl is beautiful to someone!) For example, 
many observers have pointed out that the Bare-Backed 
Beachbomb (see above) has a weak chin. 
Yet none of these keen-eyed experts would deny that 
she is indeed an attractive specimen. And, speaking of 
standards, don't forget to keep your smoking standards 
high. Smoke Pall Mall! 
Pall Mall's 
natural mildness 
is so good 
to your taste! 
So smooth, so satisfying, 
so downright smokeable! 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO FRATERNITIES AND OTHER CAMPUS GROUPS 
• STEAK 
• SOFT DRINKS 
• POTATOE CHIPS JITNEY JUNGLE * FRENCH FRIES * HAMBURGER * SANDWICH "FIXIN'S 
Let Us Supply You With Your Houseparty and Banquet Needs 
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Green Wave Sweeps into Valley 
TUG* 
By TOMMY RISHER 
Tiger Sports Editor 
Fumbles! Fumbles! Fumbles! 
Fumbles! that sums up the story of last week's 
game, and most of the season. Four fumbles, leading 
directly to 17 points for Auburn cost the Tigers the 
game. This has been the story in two other Tiger 
losses, and means the difference between a good season 
and a bad one. At times, the Tigers play without 
fumbilitis, and look like the best team in the confer- 
ence, but when they give the ball away four times to 
a good team, there can be nothing but trouble. 
Possibly the thing that hurt even more than 
the fumbles, was the loss of Jim Parker, Clemson's 
outstanding sophomore quarterback who is leading 
the ACC in total offense. A dislocated thumb 
forced him out of the game, and may put him on the 
sidelines for another week. Until he returns, it 
looks like Joe Anderson will be quarterbacking 
both the first and alternate units. 
Frosh Finish With 3-2 Record 
The freshmen club finished their season in fine 
style, as they became the first Clemson freshman team 
to defeat Georgia Tech. The Cubs had a 3-2 record 
for the season, with the finale last Friday by far their 
best game. Hal Davis, one of the fine freshman half- 
backs won the game, as he made a tremendous 65 yard 
run in the last period to put the Cubs on the one yard 
line. I tlooks like James Bailey will become a fine re- 
placement for Lon Armstrong in the place kicking de- 
partment. He missed only one this season, and that 
was on a high snap from center. 
I had the pleasure to witness the Gamerooster's 
romp of Maryland this past weekend. There was no 
particular resemblance between the Terrapin team 
that played in "Death Valley" at the first of the 
season, and the team that was playing Carolina 
last weekend. However, Carolina was definitely 
playing a fired-up game, and the constant pressure 
on the Maryland passers was the big reason for the 
USC victory. It appears that the Gamecocks will 
go into the Clemson fracas with a two game win- 
ning streak, taking for granted that they will beat 
Virginia this weekend. 
6-4 Season? 
Clemson on the other hand must take on Tulane. 
Although the Green Wave does not have an impressive 
record, they have played the toughest teams in the 
South. Lets hope that this weekend they will meet 
another tough team. The Tigers must take their last 
four games to finish the season with a winning per- 
centage in the won-lost record. This appears highly 
capable, because after Tulane and USC, the Tigers 
have only Furman and N. C. State, none of whom is 
having what may be considered a great season. 
Black Returns Punt Hapless Tulane Threatens 
Howard's Battered Tigers 
One of the highlights of Saturday's 14-24 loss to Auburn was Wendall Black's fine 37 yard 
punt return that set up Clemson's second score at the eleven yard line. (Tiger sports photo 
by Jerry Stafford) 
Fumbles Hurt Us Again 
Auburn Defeats Tigers 
OnBama Turf, 24-14 
Sammefh Drug Company 
WALGREEN AGENCY 
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA 
By   TOMMY   PEELE 
Clemson fell to a strong Au- 
burn team, 24-14, as inconsis- 
tent playing marked Clemson's 
effort last Saturday. Clemson 
fumbles and intercepted passes 
offset a grinding offense and 
aided Auburn's alert Tigers to 
victory   before   36,000   fans. 
The  most  damaging   blow  to 
Clemson   occurred   during    the 
second   quarter   when   quarter- 
back  Jim  Parker,   the  Atlantic 
Coast Conference's total offense 
leader,    suffered    a    dislocated 
thumb.  He saw no further  ac- 
tion and will be lost to the team 
for at least a week. Joe Ander- 
son   guided   both   units   on   of- 
fense for the rest of the game. 
The    game    seesawed    back 
and forth with Clemson dom- 
inating the first quarter.  Re- 
ceiving the kickoff, the Caro- 
lina Bengals began an 80-yard 
march which culminated when 
Wendell    Black    blasted    over 
from  the  two.   The  key  play 
was   a   third-down  pass   from 
Joe   Anderson   to   Bob.  Poole 
for   11   yards   to   the   Auburn 
five.   The  drive   consumed   10 
minutes  and  20  seconds,  and 
moments later Lon Armstrong 
added the extra points to give 
Clemson a 7-0 edge. 
Just  before   the  first  quarter 
ended,   Eddie   Werntz   rolled   a 
kick   against   the   wind   out   of 
bounds   on   the   Auburn   four. 
Werntz,   Clemson's   best  punter 
in many years, later booted one 
out on the Auburn five. 
Vengeful Auburn responded 
like a sleeping giant in the sec- 
Welcome Alumni 
BEAT TULAN E! 
ond period, grabbing two quick 
touchdowns to take a 14-7 half- 
time lead. Unable to dent Clem- 
son's forward wall led by Vic 
Aliffi, Jack Veronee, Coleman 
Glaze, Lou Pogle and Lon 
Armstrong, the Plainsmen re- 
sorted to the passing of quar- 
terback  Bobby   Hunt. 
Hunt passed 32 yards to star 
end Dave Edwards to set up 
the first Plainsmen touchdown. 
Rodney Rogers caught Edwards 
from behind on the one-yard 
line, but Don Machen popped 
across on the next play. Woody 
Woodall kicked the point, knot- 
ting the score,  7-7. 
Moments later Auburn 
grabbed a Country Gentleman 
fumble on the Clemson 31. 
Trying the airways again, 
Hunt fired to end Don Downes 
who was nailed at the eight. 
Jimmy Burson shot through 
right tackle for the score and 
Woodall again converted. 
In the third period Auburn 
scored twice more to seize an 
insurmountable 24-7 lead. Ed- 
wards caught a key pass on the 
Clemson 25 and later Machen 
ran over to score his second 
touchdown of the day.  Woodall 
made  the  scoreboard read  Au- 
burn 21-Clemson 7. 
Harry Pavilack soon suc- 
cumbed to the fumble-itis dis- 
ease which has plagued Clem- 
son at inopportune times 
throughout the season. Winky 
Giddens claimed the ball for 
the Plainsmen on the Clemson 
39, but Hunt's passing antics 
were thwarted this time. Wood- 
all toed a 43-yard field goal, 
tying an Auburn record and 
concluding the Auburn scoring. 
Black responded in the 
fourth quarter by returning a 
punt 37 yards to the Auburn 
11. Black and Ron Scrudato 
were Clemson's outstanding 
running backs of the day, and 
Scrudato took over at this 
point. He hit the stubborn 
Plainsmen line in three out 
of four plays, cracking across 
from the one. 
Armstrong booted his 27th 
consecutive extra point and the 
43rd of his career to break the 
A. C. C. record of 42 held for- 
merly by Jim Nelson of Duke. 
The scoring was over with 
Clemson holding the short end 
of a 24-14 score. 
Tulane's Green Wave, the 
third Southeastern team to face 
Clemson this season, will in- 
vade Death Valley tomorrow 
for the annual Homecoming 
game. The Tigers are hungry 
for a victory over the SEC, hav- 
ing lost to both Florida (17-21) 
and Auburn  (14-24). 
Tulane stands at one win 
and five defeats. The lone win 
came at the expense of VPI, 
while the losses have been ad- 
ministered by Stanford, Ala- 
bama, Florida, Mississippi, 
and Georgia Tech. This won- 
lost record does not show the 
real quality of the Tulane 
team. If you check closely you 
can see that three of the five 
losses have been to top ranked 
teams. 
Coach Andy Pilney has said, 
"We have an improved team. 
We have 18 lettermen and sev- 
eral fine sophomores. For a 
change we have depth. Our 
starters won't have to play 40 
or 50 minutes. We have more 
depth at quarterback than at 
anytime since I've been at Tu- 
lane. Ted Miller, a junior, and 
sophomore Al Burguerues and 
Julius Sternfels have come along 
fine. Then I have John De- 
mingue  and Ronnie Melton. 
Loss of AU-American halfback 
Tommy Mason and quarterback 
Phil Nugent via graduation and 
halfback Terry Terrebonne be- 
cause of scholastic difficulties 
leaves fullback Bill Ary the lone 
starter in  the  backfield. 
The      impressive      showing 
made thus far by junior Gor- 
don   Rush   at   left   half   has 
helped close the huge gap left 
by Mason. Rush, shifted from 
fullback   where   he   averaged 
4.2 yards per carry as a soph, 
remind   Greenie   fans   of   the 
greatest   halfback   to   play   at 
Tulane,  Eddie Price. 
Presence  of  seniors  Ary   and 
Lenny   Stein   and   soph   Jerry 
Raymond   at   fullback   enabled 
Pilney   to   move   Rush   to   left 
half   where   he   is   assisted   by 
juniors    George    Oechsner   and 
Sammy   Camp.   Junior   Adrian 
Colon   and   flashy   sophs   Russ 
Galiane and Dennie Cotten will 
share  right  halfback  duties. 
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We Give TOP VALUE Stamps 
Gus Gonzales, a senior, junior 
tackle Ed Reynolds, centers 
John Chaissen and John 
Schoonmaker, guard Mike Cal- 
amari, and ends Clarence Moon 
and Tom Cato. Gonzales is 
worthy of All-American honors, 
thinks his coach. 
This Tulane team is the first 
of Pilney's which does not list 
a sophomore on the first unit. 
In fact, the Wave are almost two 
deep in lettermen at every posi- 
tion. 
Barring injuries the starting 
lineup against Clemson tomor- 
row afternoon will be senior 
Bill Roach and junior Joe Las- 
seigne at ends, Reynolds and 
junior Ernie Colquette at tac- 
kles, Gonzales and junior 
Glenn Holcombe at guards, 
and Chaisson at center. Mil- 
ler, Rush, Colen, and Ary 
form the number one back- 
field. 
Moon and Cato, a standout 
receiver, are ends on the sec- 
ond unit, with soph John Fed- 
erico and junior Bill Kellum at 
tackles. Junior Truls Bjorke 
and Calamari are the guards, 
and Schoonmaker, the center. 
Burgueries, Oechsner, Galiane, 
and Stein operate the second 
backfield. 
Field goal kicking had been 
a lost art at Tulane until the 
presence of sophomore Charles 
Connell this year. With Au- 
burn's great, Ed Dyas, on the 
campus at med school, giving 
Connell a few pointers, Tulane 
should   be   able   to   go  for  the 
three pointer this year. 
With the tough schedule 
which Tulane does play in the 
toughest conference in the na- 
tion, it can be said that this 
will not be the Green Wave's 
year, but they have better ma- 
terial, and even though they ( 
will not improve over last year's 
3-6-1 record, they have a very 
creditable team, and pose a se- 
rious threat to the battered Ti- 
gers. 
Inter-Fraternity 
Holds Open House 
In Old Barracks 
Inter-Fraternity   Council   will 
hold   open   house   on   Tuesday   > 
between 7 p.m.  and 9  p.m.  in 
the  fraternity   lounges   on   the 
first floor of the old barracks. , 
John Crow, president of I.F.C.' 
says, "Speaking on behalf of 
I.F.C, we are all looking for- 
ward to meeting and being with 
the men on campus interested i 
in rushing at the beginning of , 
next semester. We feel that fra- 
ternities are a worthwhile ex- 
perience for the college and 
this' occasion affords the oppor- 
tunity to become initially ac- 
quainted with the seven social 
fraternities here at Clemson. 
We hope that every one inter- 
ested will make a special effort 
to come and be with us Tuesday 
night." 
"Gee, honey, you'll never 
pass your physics exam unless 
you learn to loosen up!" 
IGARETTES Kg 
; MVCRS TOBACCO CO. 
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES! 
AGED MILD, BLENDED MILD - NOT FILTERED MILD -THEY SATISFY 
A-plus for fashion... 
A-plus for fit! 
University Row™ 
Grip-Tab shirt 
in 100% cotton, 
University Row contour cut tailoring assures 
you of a trimmer, slimmer look, because the 
shirt is actually tapered to fit your figure. With 
superb Ivy detailing ... button down collar, 
center back pleat. The Manhattan Grip-Tab 
collar is styled for easy wear,,. grippers snap 
your collar in place with plenty of room for 
tie space. In popular striped cotton. Your favor* ' 
ite fashion colors, of course! 
$5.00 
£tjers~#toke$ 
SOUTH CAROLINA'S SMARTEST 
MEN'S SHOP 
128 N. MAIN ANDERSON, S. C. 
SUNBEAM BREAD 
large 1 Vi lb. loaf — 23c 
JITNEY JUNGLE 
Prices Effective 
Sat., Nov. 4th 
Through 
LETTUCE 
extra large head, 2 for — 25c 
CARROTS 
1 lb. package — 9c 
RUTABAGAS 
2 lbs. — 9c 
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Wendall Black To Bury "Damn Chicken" 
Gator Returns; 
Preaches Rites 
"Gator" Farr returns to Clemson this Friday to 
bury the "damn chicken". This event will "kick off" 
the fun-filled weekend. "Gator" Farr's Solid Saturday 
Sermon will be an unforgettable event in the minds of 
our students. 
.*!,, ».■■>.■.   ■ --■>-.. :,-^\:     : 
First unit halfback AVendall Black will be playing in his final 
Homecoming game tomorrow against the Tulane Green Wave. 
(Tiger Sports Photo by Frank Griffith) 
4.6 Rushing Average 
Black Invaluable 
To Tiger Offense 
By BILL LYNN 
', Tiger Sports Writer 
Many people are of- the gen- 
eral opinion that good football 
players come from small schools. 
Certainly, this is true of Wen- 
dall Black, Clemson's left half- 
back. He comes from Ealuda, 
South Carolina, where he 
starred for Saluda High under 
Coach Mooney Player. 
' He lettered three years in 
football, winning many hon- 
ors. His senior year he was 
voted most valuable player by 
his teammates. In addition to 
' this, he was all-state, honor- 
able mention all - American, 
and participated in the Shrine 
]Bowl,    scoring    the    winning 
touchdown, f 
:
 Wendall also participated in 
baseball and basketball at Sa- 
luda. After graduating from 
High school, he chose to come 
to Clemson for several reasons. 
rliis ambition while playing high 
school football was to eventually 
become a Clemson Tiger and 
ultimately led to his enrollment 
at Tigertown. Another reason 
was the "push" that he received 
from  his  hometown. 
Black is a six feet, 196 pound 
left halfback on the 1961 ed- 
ition of the Tigers. He is highly 
.thought of by the coaches and 
the students. The coaches con- 
sider him as a back, not blessed 
with great speed or ability, but 
one that will give everything 
he's got everytime he dons the 
uniform. 
Thus far this year, he has a 
4.6 rushing average and has 
scored two touchdowns. Wen- 
dell    says    about   this   year's 
. P. 0. 
CLOTHES 
106 N. Main St. 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 






Newest in college and 
conservative 
clothes. 
team:   "We   have   as   good   a 
potential    this    year    as    any 
year  I  have  been  here.  Mis- 
takes have kept us from play- 
ing   winning   football." 
He feels that  the Tigers will 
win  the remaining four games, 
three of which are to be played 
here   in  Death   Valley.   Of   the 
South  Carolina game,  he  says: 
"We're   gonna   win   this   one." 
Watch out, Gameroosters. 
Wendall considers TCTJ to be 
the toughest opponent for the 
Tigers in his three years at 
Clemson with Auburn ranking 
second. Clemson whipped TCU 
in the first Bluebonnet Bowl 
in 1959, 23-7, but lost to Au- 
burn this year. 
Wendall, an I.M. major, has 
accumulated  many   honors   in 
his  stay at Clemson.   He  has 
been  a member  of the Block 
C  Club  for  three years.  Also 
he  is  a member  of the  Blue 
Key,   the   Tiger   Brotherhood, 
and the Scabbard and Blade. 
In addition to his many extra- 
curricular    activities,     he    has 
managed   to   obtain   an   overall 
grade  point  ratio  of 2.4.  After 
graduation    Wendall    plans    to 
enter    the    regular    Army    for 
three years. Upon completion of 
his   active   duty,   he   plans   to 
enter the business world. 
Special Prices 
Given Students 
By 'Star Lanes 
Clemson students who like 
bowling have been given re- 
duced rates at the new All-Star 
Lanes in Anderson. Mr. Leon 
Epting, manager of the new es- 
tablishment, has made the spe- 
cial rate of 30 cents per line 
to all students. The normal per 
line charge is 50 cents. 
There are provisions of course. 
These rates apply only during 
the hours from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
weekdays, and from 9 a.m. to 
1 p.m. Saturdays. Additionally 
a special card must be presented 
to the cashier. These cards may 
be secured at the Field House 
from Coach Bill Wilhelm, Di- 
rector  of Intramural  Sports. 
Frank B. Farr, known to all 
Clemson men as "Gator," 
graduated from' Clemson in 
1930, and he has been one of 
its most avid supporters ever 
since. While at Clemson, as 
one of this institution's most 
outstanding students, he was 
a member of the cheering 
squad; and the organizer as 
well as the first leader, of the 
now well-known senior pla- 
toon. 
"Gator" attended Clemson 
when it was at the height of its 
military standing, and he knows 
the old Clemson as well as any- 
one around. His senior year, he 
made the rank of Colonel of the 
Clemson College Cadet Corps— 
which was the highest position 
on the campus at that time. 
In 1941 and 1942 he again re- 
turned to Clemson as an in- 
structor on the military staff. 
Before he left military service, 
he attained the rank of major. 
His stomping grounds are now 
in Groveland, Florida, where 
he teaches and is a principal. 
Each year he returns to per- 
form the last rites for that old 
"cocky-doodle-doo." The annual 
service will be held next Friday 
night in the stadium. The Ser- 
mon will be delivered under 
the gold posts, beginning at 
6:15. 
All rats will have their faces 
painted for this gala affair 
and will help to build the larg- 
est  bonfire  in  the  history  of 
the school. The traditional 
drum-beating will last from 
12:00 Thursday until 12.00 
Friday and the sacred guard- 
ing of the campus will last 
until the departure for the 
game. 
All persons will sit in the new 
section of the stadium—the part 
that fills the area behind the 
far goal post. This is a new 
feature of this great pep rally 
and is being done in order that 
more people will be seated. Af- 
ter the Sermon, the cremation 
of our fine feathered friend will 
take  plaec. 
Each year the text has been 
taken from "ladies' undergar- 
ment section of the latest ed- 
ition of the Sears Roebuck 
catalog," and is sure to be 
tops this year. Approximately 
six thousand fans will cram 
into these seats to hear the 
Sermon. "Gator" states, "I 
am looking forward to seeing 
all of you and Clemson once 
again. I will try to bury that 
infernal chicken so that he 
will not rise again." 
As in the past, the freshmen 
will attend the rally with a 
fine coat of mixed paints on 
their faces, artistically drawn 
by the upperclassmen. The 
freshmen, who must supply the 
paint for their faces, will get 
more paint from the flag pole 
at the end of the pep rally to 
the tune of Tiger Rag. 
Cubs Get First Win 
In History Over Tech 
By GARY BOLEY 
Tiger   Sports   Writer 
The Tech freshman football 
team entered Death Valley, 
home of the fighting Tigers, last 
Friday with one of the best rec- 
ords sported by a freshman 
team, but left with heads hung 
low after being beaten by the 
Tiger Cubs 14-13. Twice in the 
past ten years the Tech Fresh- 
men have been beaten by Geor- 
gia, but the Cubs showed them 
what a fighting team was really 
like as Tech met defeat number 
three. It was a close match 
from start to finish, but the 
Cubs seemed always to have the 
power to hold off any kind of 
attack. 
The first quarter was a hard 
fought battle with each team 
trying  to  find  running   room 
through    the   opponents   line. 
Both   were   unsuccessful   and 
often   found   themselves   in   a 
punting   position.   The   second 
quarter   saw   the   Cubs   take 
possession   of   the   ball   deep 
in    their    own   territory   and 
move    with    consistent    gains 
to    score.    The    score    came 
when   Jimmy   Bell   passed   to 
Mike   Troy   in   the   end   zone 
from the five yard line. James 
Bailey   added   the   all   impor- 
tant   extra  point   to   put   the 
Cubs out front 7-0. 
Being seven points behind the 
Yellow Jackets began the second 
half a fired up team. Tech came 
back determined to get on top, 
but    the    equally     determined 
Cubs fought back.  The Jackets 
received  the  second  half  kick- 
off   and   behind   good   blocking 
moved nearly one-half the dis- 
tance of the field before a gang 
of Clemson tacklers brought the 
running to a halt. 
On   the   opening   play   three 
men were injured in action and 
had to be removed from the 
game. Six more met the same 
fate and they too had to be 
relieved of their duties before 
the end of the third quarter. 
The Tech Frosh played a de- 
fensive game and waited for the 
Cubs  to  make   mistakes. 
Mistakes came in the third 
quarter and Tech took every 
advantage of them. They were 
able to score two consecutive 
touchdowns, but could make 
only one extra point. The Cubs 
trailed 13-7 at the end of the 
third quarter. 
Harold Davis sparked the 
fourth and final quarter with 
his run through the center of 
the line. Davis, on many 
occasions, thought to be 
stopped refused to go down 
as he broke loose from tackier 
after tackier to run 68 yards 
to the two yard line. Davis 
was never brought down, but 
in the process of shaking off 
the final tackier he stepped 
out of bounds. 
The Cubs found the going 
rough inside the ten yard line, 
but Howard Hughes slipped off 
tackle for the score. James 
Bailey has been depended on 
to win ball games in the past. 
He kicked ■ extra point number 
fifteen to put the Clemson 
Frosh  out  front   14-13. 
Time was quickly running out 
on the Tech Freshmen when 
they received the final kick- 
off. They went to the air in des- 
peration to keep their winning 
streak, but it was ho use. The 
Cubs would not give up. Tech 
had hope until very near the 
end of the game when Roger 
Jarvis raced in to intercept a 
long   pass. 
(Continued  on Page A-*) . 
We Pick 'Em 
Clemson   over   Tulane 
Arkansas   over   Texas   A   &   M 
Auburn   over   W.   Forest 
Baylor   over   TCU 
Citadel   over   VMI 
Michigan    orer    Duke 
Georgia  Tech   over   Florida 
Memphis   State   over   Furman 
Miami   over   Georgia 
Purdue, over   Illinois 
Iowa    over    Ohio    State 
Mississippi   over   LSU 
Maryland   over   Penn   State 
Michigan   State   over   Minnesota 
NC    State    orer    Miss.    Southern 
Notre    Dame    over   Navy 
Tennessee    over    No.    Carolina 
Syracuse   over   Pitt 
South   Carolina    over   Virginia 
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Barring postonements, intra- 
mural touch football round- 
robin play is scheduled to end 
next Tuesday night. Any play- 
off games necessary to deter- 
mine league winners will be held 
on Wednesday afternoon. The 
single elimination championship 
tournament will begin with four 
games on Wednesday, November 
13. 
First round games will have 
the winners of leagues 5 and 
6 playing at 4:15 on Bowman 
Field, league winners in 7 and 
8 play on the Drill field at 
the same time. At 5:15 it will 
be champion of number 9 
playing the No. 10 champ on 
Bowman and champions of 
numbers 11 and 12 meeting 
on the Drill Field. On Tues- 
day, league winners in 1, 2, 
3, and 4 meet the winners of 
the above games. 
A large number of shutouts 
again marked play last week. 
The only game all week in 
which the losing team scored 
was in the Prefabs 24-6 win 
over Union County. Shutout 
victories were ED4 by Phi Kap- 
pa Delta, D2 20-0 by 6th Bar- 
racks, A9 23-0 by Kappa Delta 
Chi, 8th Barracks 200's 12-0 by 
D5, A8 20-0 by Kappa Delta 
Chi No. 2, 8th. Barracks Right 
18-0 by C6, E4 33-0 by Abbe- 
ville County, SKE 13-0 by A7, 
8th Barracks 3rd level 27-0 by 
Kappa Sigma Nu, and E5 35-0 
by Chester County. 
irker, Clemson 
After the defeat at the hands 
of Auburn last week, Clemson 
leads the ACC only in total of- 
fense. The Tigers are now sec- 
ond to Wake Forest in rushing 
offense, and second to Maryland 
in passing offense. 
Despite the fact that he was 
hurt and played only a very 
small part of the game, Jim 
Parker still holds a lead of six 
yards over Roman Gabriel in 
the ACC total offense derby. 
Joe Anderson is fourth in total 
offense. 
Will Be Open Until 1:30 Friday Night 
and Until 12:30 Saturday Night 
Dinning Room Will Be Open 11 A.M.-2 P.M. 
and From 4:30 P.M.-9 P.M. Friday 
10:30 A.M.-1:30 P.M. and 5 P.M.-9 P.M. 
Saturday 
Duke's Blue Devils Vault 
Into Atlantic Coast Lead 
By FRED  CRAFT 
Tiger  Assistant  Sports  Editor 
The favorite's role is not a 
very enviable role this season 
in the Atlantic Coast Confer- 
ence. For the second straight 
week, the top team in the con- 
ference has gone down in de- 
feat. Two weeks ago, it was 
Duke who bit the dust against 
Clemson. Last week the Game- 
cocks of South Carolina belted 
Orange Bowl hopeful Maryland 
20-10. 
The  Terps  were  favored  to 
crush South Carolina, a team 
which   hadn't   scored   in   two 
weeks   and  in   turn   had  had 
59  points scored  on  them.  It 
was   the  second   loss   for   the 
Terrapins    who    had     shown 
signs of being one of the top 
teams    in    the    nation    with 
wins   over   S.M.U.,    Clemson, 
Syracuse,   and  Air  Force. 
The   Roosters   on   the   other 
hand   won   their   second   game 
after having lost to Duke, Geor- 
gia, North Carolina, and L.S.TJ. 
Gamecock   coach   Marvin   Bass 
said   his  team   played  a good, 
consistent   game   for   the   first 
time this season. South Carolina 
travels to Charlottesville to take 
on   the   University  of  Virginia, 
while   Maryland   hosts   nation- 
ally - ranked Penn State. 
Duke took another step toward 
the   ACC   title   by   bottling   up 
All - America    Roman    Gabriel 
and easing by N. C. State 17-6. 
Duke  is  pointing   toward   their 
November     18     meeting     with 
North  Carolina  which  probably 
will     decide     the     conference 
champ.   Duke   travels   to   Ann 
Arbor,   Michigan  to   battle   the 
Wolverines   of   Michigan.   Last 
year the Wolverines smashed the 
Cotton Bowl champs 31-6. N. C. 
State   is   also  on   the   road   as 
they  meet Mississippi  Southern 
at Mobile  Saturday night. 
Wake  Forest  handed  Virgi- 
nia   its   18th   consecutive   loss 
in  the conference with  a 21- 
15 loss.  Wake  Forest's  Chuck 
Reily   passed   for   two   touch- 
downs—the only two he com- 
pleted   in   ten   attempts.   Vir- 
ginia   Coach  Bill  Elias  called 
them   "Christmas   gifts."   He 
added,   "They  count  just  the 
same."   Wake   plays   Auburn 
at Auburn, while Virginia en- 
tertains   South   Carolina. 
Friday night the Hurricanes 
of Miami shut out North Caro- 
lina to hand the Tar Heels their 
second loss. Coach Hickey called 
his team "flat," but did add 
that the Miami defense was one 
of the best he had ever seen. 
North Carolina hosts single- 
wing   Tennessee   Saturday. 
Clemson rammed the ball 
down Auburn's throat for one 
quarter, then coughed up the 
pigskin four times to help Au- 
burn's cause to the tune of 24- 
14. Coach Howard calls Auburn 
the best team his club has faced 
this year. One dark point of the 
game was Parker's injury which 
didn't help Clemson's chances. 
Clemson will try to comeback 
tomorrow against Tulane iif 
Death  Valley. 
The Conference standings are 
as follows: 1, Duke and North 
Carolina at 4-1 and 3-1 respec- 
tively; 3, South Carolina; Clem- 
son and N. C. State at 2-2; 6, 
Maryland at 1-2;  7, Wake For- 
est at 2-3; 8, Virginia 0-3. It 
is somewhat amazing that Clem- 
son's only victories have been 
at the expense of Duke and 
North Carolina. 
The Atlantic Coast Conference 
has done poorly against outside 
opposition this year. In fifteen 
non-conference games, the ACC 
has won only five games. Of the 
five games, the only creditable 
victory was the University of 
Maryland's one point squeezer 
over  Syracuse. 
'FOR THE BEST 
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The El Dorado Restaurant 
"THE CADILLAC OF RESTAURANTS" 
2921 N. Main St. Pruitt's Shopping Center 
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
We all make mistakes... 
ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE 
ON EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND 
Don't meet your Waterloo at the typewriter—perfectly 
typed papers begin with Corrasable! You can rub out 
typing errors with just an ordinary pencil eraser. It's 
that simple to erase without a trace on Corrasable. Saves 
time, temper, and money! 
Your  choice, of Corrasable 
light, medium, heavy weights and 
Onion Skin in handy 100- 
sheet packets and 500-sheet 
boxes.   Only  Eaton  makes      /&**&* 
Corrasable. fnfie*»/\ 
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper 




Blazers are available now 
in all the smartest new 
pheasant and autumn 
tones...in natural shoulder 
or conventional models. 
So brighten up your life 
and wardrobe in a Blazer 
tailored by the Fall Divi- 
sion of Palm Beach Co. 
Rightweight.with a fit that 
can't be worn out, pressed 




GREENVILLE, S. C. 
Armour's Star CANNED HAMS 
5 lb. size — $3.99 3 lb. size — $2.99 
Delited STRAWBERRY PRESERVES 





Sat., Nov. 4th 
CANNED BISCUIT* 
Dixie Pride 
6 for 39c JITNEY JUNGLE Argo Blended PEAS Size 303 Can, 2 for — 29c 
"Welcome YOUR Homecoming Guests With A Tempting Meal With All Of The Trimmings!" 
We Give TOP VALUE Stamps (See Other Ads — Pages A-3, A-4, A-6, B-3, B-2) 
Pasje A-6 THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College' Friday, November 3, 1961 
Who's Who Presents One Of Highest College Campus Honors 
(Continued from Page A-l) 
Phi 3,  4;   Phi Eta  Sigma  1,  2, 
3. 4:  Mu Beta Psi 2. 3. 4:  AIEE 
3.   4:   Exec  Sergeants  3:   Tiger 
Band 1, 2:  Concert Band 1. 
James Orr Bryant. Jr., a 
Chemistry Engineering senior 
from Clemson. won the Fresh- 
man Chemistry Award. Tau 
Beta Pi Scholarship Award 2; 
AIChE Scholarship Award 3. He 
was on Tiger staff 3. Slipstick 
3. 4. Editor 4: is a member of 
Council of Club Preside 
4; Tau Beta Pi 3, 4. Cataloguer 
4: AIChE 2. 3. 4. Secretary 3: 
Phi Eta Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4: Phi 
Kappa Phi 3. 4. 
James Kistler Caughman was 
Representative to Student As- 
sembly 1, 3: Delegate to S. C. 
State Student Legislature 
(House of Rep i 2. 3: Vice-Pres. 
Soph. Class 2: Pres. Senior Class 
4; a member of Blue Key 3; 
DKA 2, 3: Pershing Rifles 2, 
PIO 3: Tiger Brotherhood 3, 
4: Who's Who 3: Lutherar. Stu- 
Association 1, 2. 3. 4. 
Church Choir 1. 2. 3. 4: Fresh- 
man Army Drill Team 1: 1st 
Sgt. ROTC 3: Exc. Sergeants' 
Club 3:   Lt.  Col.  ROTC 4. 
Robert Arlington Coleman. 
Civil Engineering senior from 
Anderson, was recipient of High 
Honors 1. Honors 2, 3: Chicago 
Tribune Silver Medal Award 
3:   ACC  Honor  Roll  2,   3:   Dis- 
shed   :: liti ry   Stu< 
He   was   C t   Junior  in 
Civil Engineering, a member of 
Tau Beta Phi 3. 4: Amer. So- 
ciety of Civ:: Eng. 3. 4: Blue 
Key 3. 4; DKA 2. 3. 4: Block 
"C"  Club  2,  3.   4:   Football  1, 
2. 3. 4:  track 1, 2. 
Robert Foster Dansby. Jr., 
Electrical Engineering major 
from North Augusta. was 
awarded the Superior Cadet 
Ribbon 2. 3: High Honors 1. 
Honors 3: he is a member of 
Phi E 1. 2, 3, 4;  Blue 
Key 3. 4: High Court 4; Council 
of Club Presidents 3, 4: C.S.R.A. 
Club 1. 2, 3. 4. Sec. 3. V.P. 4: 
.man Platoon 1: PR's 2, 
Operations Officer 3: Exec. Ser- 
geants 3, Pres. 3: Scabbard and 
Blade 3, 4; Pres. 4: DMS. He 
was selected Army ROTC Ca- 
det   Colonel   4. 
James Aaron Eddings. from 
Carbondale, HI., a Civil En- 
gineering senior, was awarded 
AFKOTC Distinguished Mili- 
tary Student Award 4; Chi- 
cago Tribune Silver Medal 
Award 4; he is a member of 
Tau Beta Phi 4; Phi Eta Sig- 
ma 1, 2, 3, 4; ASCE 3. Sec- 
Treas. 4; Arnold Air Society 3, 
4; Alpha Phi Omega 3. 2nd 
v.p. 4; Scabbard and Blade 
4; Y.M.C.A. 3. 4: Advanced 
AFROTC 3, Wing Commander 
4. 
Rebecca Ann Epting, English 
major from Clemson. a Senior, 
Pre-Law Soc., See-Treas. 4: 
Corresponding Sec. Student 
Gov't.   4;    Elections   Committee 
3. 4: Vice Chairman 4. Omicron 
2, 3. 4, Reporter 2, treas. 3; 
Wesley Foundation 1. 2. 3. 4: 
Tiger Staff 1. 2. 3. 4. News Ed- 
itor 3, 4. Corresponding Sec. 
S. C. Student Legislature 3, 
4: S. C. Collegiate Press Assoc. 
Treas. 4. 
James Arthur Fagan, Biology 
senior from Campobello. was 
DMS 4;  Delta Sigma Nu Treas. 
3, Pres. 2. 3. 4: High Court 
Chairman 4: Delegate to S. C. 
Student Legislature 4: Council 
of Club Presidents 4: Presi- 
dent's Committee 4; DKA 2, 3, 
4:  Hall Counselor 4:  BSU 1. 2. 
Samuel Gray Garwood, Eng- 
lish senior from Charleston, was 
the recipient of the Sunoco 
Scholarship 2; member Ways & 
Means Committee of Student 
Government 2. 3: Chairman of 
Elections Committee 2. S 
Court Attorney 3: SUSGA Hous- 
ing Committee 3; Hall Coun- 
selor 3; Council of Club Presi- 
dents 3; Calhoun Literary So- 
2. 3; Tiger 2. 3, Feature 
Editor 3: Chronicle 2. 3, Man- 
aging Editor  2.  3. 
Tatum Wannamaker Gres- 
Mechanical Engineering 
junior from Columbia, was Sec- 
retary Sophomore Class, Vice- 
Pres. Junior Class: a Varsity 
Cheerleader and Battle Group 
Sergeant Major, Army ROTC. 
He   is  a   member  of   Pershing 
Rifles, Phi Eta Sigma, Slipstick, 
Tiger Brotherhood, Junior CD A. 
Norman Clements Guthrie, 
Jr., Textile Science senior from 
Charlotte, is a Hall Counselor 
3. 4: member of Hall Counsel- 
ors' Association 3, 4, secretary 
4: Phi Psi 3. 4: NTMS 2: Stu- 
dent Senate 3. 4: Council of 
Club Presidents Rep. 3: Senior 
Class Senator 4: Kappa Mu 
Kappa. President 3; Bobbin 
and Beaker 2, 3, 4, Assistant 
Business Manager 3. Business 
Manager  4. 
Charlie Cleveland Hagood, 
from Easley. a Textile Science 
Senior, received Honors 2, 3; 
is President of Phi Psi, a 
member for 2, 3, 4; belongs to 
Blue Key, 3. 4, and is cur- 
rently president of that or- 
ganization also. He is a mem- 
ber of DKA 2. 3. 4. Pres. 2; 
IFC Representative 2. 3, 4; 
Council Club Presidents 2, 4; 
Bobbin & Beaker Staff 3, 4, 
Advertising Mgr. 4; Director 
of Tigerama 4; Student Sen- 
ate 4:  PR's 2. 
Jerry Hubert Harmon, Me- 
chanical Engineering senior 
from Lexington, received the 
S.A.M.E. ROTC Award of Merit 
a member of American 
Soc. of Mechanical Engineers 
4: Arnold Air Society 3, 4: Exc. 
: Sergeants 3: Scabbard & Blade 
udent Senate 3. Pres. 4; 
Hall Counselor 4; President's 
Committee 4: Air Force Fresh- 
jman Drill Team 1: PR's 2: Kap- 
ipa Delta Chi 2. 3. 4. Chaplain 
.4: Lutheran Student Association 
1. 2. 3. 4, Sec.-Treas. 3;  YMCA 
1. 
Donald Mayo Heilig. Indus- 
trial Management senior from 
Hendersonville, N. C. is a 
member of Blue Key 2: Vice- 
president of Student Body 4: 
Student Senate President Pro- 
:Tem: Freshman Court; Presi- 
dent's Committee; S.TJ.S.G.A. 
delegate: Tiger Brotherhood; 
iBlock   "C":   DKA;   Football   1. 
2. 3. 4; Student Coach: IFC 
> Representative: Athletic Comm. 
! Chairman: Council of Club 
I Presidents. 
Richard      Marvin     Holliday, 
Arts   and   Sciences  senior  from 
i Clemson,  received  Honors  3:   is 
a   member  of  Blue  Key;   Tiger 
Brotherhood:   Beta  Tau  Sigma: 
;Glee Club; Spanish Club; BSU; 
YMCA    3,    President;    and   is 
I Cadet  Major,   Army  ROTC. 
Joe     Harold     Hughes.     Jr., 
from   Duncan,   is   an   Animal 
Husbandry senior. He received 
!  Alpha   Zeta  Scholarship Award 
;  2;   Army   ROTC   Superior  Ca- 
i  det Award 2;  American Farm- 
er    Degree    2;    was    National 
Vice-President,  FFA 2;   mem- 
ber   Phi   Eta   Sigma   1,   2,   3; 
Block   &   Bridle   Club   1,  2,   3, 
Secretary 2,  3;   FFA  1,  2,  3; 
Alpha    Zeta    2, 3,  Scribe    3; 
Clemson    Little   Djternational 
—3rd      Individual      Livestock 
Judge 1;   1st Individual Live- 
stock Judge 2;   1st  Individual 
Beef Showmanship 2. 
Robert    Patrick    Jenkins,    of 
Mayo,  a Civil Engineering sen- 
ior, is a DMS, has a G.E. Schol- 
arship    for    61-62,    belongs    to 
ASME 2,  3. 4,  Pres. 4;  Soc.  of 
American Military  Engineers 3, 
4.   Vice-Pres.   4;   Clemson   Col- 
lege Skin Diving Club 3, 4, Pres. 
4;   Counsel   of  Club   Presidents 
3, 4: Organization of Hall Coun- 
selors 3, 4. 
Charles Lewis Jones. Ceramic 
Engineering senior from Black- 
ville. has been the recipient of 
State and Local Elks Foundation 
Scholarships 1: DMS 4: Penn- 
sylvania Glass Sand Merit 
Scholarship 4: he is a member 
of Student Body High Court 4; 
Kappa Delta Chi 2, 3, 4: Tau 
Beta Rho 1. 2. 3, 4: Freshman 
Drill Team 1; PR's 2; 4th Regi- 
mental headquarters of Persh- 
ing Rifles 2, Captain 3. Major 
4: Exec. Sergeants 3; BSU 1. 
2.  4:   YMCA  1,  2,  3;   also Hall 
Counselor 3,  4. 
Jakie Hoyt Lee, Architecture 
senior from Georgetown, re- 
ceived the Ramseur Scholarship 
3: DMS 4; is Cadet Major. 
ROTC 4: member of Student 
Chapter. ALA 2. 3. 4. 5; Min- 
erets 2. 3. 4. 5. Pres. 5: Blue 
Key 4. 5: Scabbard & Blade 3, 
4: Executive Sergeants 3: and 
Slipstick Designer 3 (2nd Sem.) 
4 (1st Sem.). 
Claude Boyd Loadholt. Agron- 
omy senior from Fairfax, was 
awarded the Alpha Zeta Award 
2: belongs to Phi Eta Sigma 1. 
2. 3, 4: Phi Kappa Phi 3, 4; 
Alpha Zeta 2, 3. 4, Treas. 3; 
Kappa Alpha Sigma 1, 2. 3. 4; 
Ag. Council 3, 4, Pres. 4; Kap- 
pa Delta Chi 2. 3. 4; and was 
Hall Counselor 3, 4. 
Franklin Kempton Mooney, 
Architecture senior from 
Clemson, was awarded 3rd 
Prize, N'AHB Competition, 
Louisville, Ky. 1960, 3; Hon- 
ors 1; Who's Who 4; 1st 
Prize Milwaukee Urban Re- 
newal    Competition    1960,   4; 
Ramseur Scholarship 3; he is 
a member of Ways & Means 
Committee 4; Numeral Society 
2, 3, 4, 5; Executive Council 
3; IFC 4: Alpha Psi Omega 1, 
2, 3, 4; has served as Tiger 
Junior Staff 1, 2, Managing 
Editor 3. 
Marvi Dean Moore, from 
Hemingway, a Horticulture sen- 
ior, received Honors 1, 2, 3; 
DMS: Assoc. of US Army Med- 
al: is a member of Alpha Zeta; 
Hort. Club; FFA: Council of 
Club Presidents; PR's; 4th Reg- 
imental Headquarters of Persh- 
ing Rifles; Exec, Sergeants 
Club (Vice-Pres.); Scabbard & 
Blade; Wesley Foundation 
(Pres.) Methodist "Freshman 
Council fPres.i and was a mem- 
ber of the Freshman Platoon. 
James Calhoun Murray, Me- 
chanical Engineering from Ed- 
isto   Island,    received    a    G.E. 
; Scholarship 3; ASME Student 
iLoan 4; belongs to Phi Eta Sig- 
ma 1, 2, 3. 4: ASME 2. 3. 4. 
Pres. 4; Council of Club Presi- 
dents 4: Presbyterian Student 
: Association 1. 2, 3, 4, Fellow- 
ship Committee 4: is a Hall 
Counselor 3, 4; and represented 
Clemson at the Southeastern 
I Regional Student Convention of 
;ASME,   1961. 
Robert Naaman Newton. In- 
dustrial Management senior 
jfrom Clemson, was KDX Greek 
| of the year 3; received Honors 
2: belongs to Pre-Law Society 
4: Student Assembly 1: Sen- 
jate 3; State Student Legisla- 
ture 3, 4; S.U.S.G.A. Delegation 
Chairman 3: College Parking 
Comm. 3: Student Body Con- 
jstitution Comm. 3; SUSGA 4: 
1 President's Committee 4: Kappa 
|Delta Chi 2, 3, 4, President 2, 
3;   he is President of the Stir 
dent   Body   and   a   member   of 
the  Clemson  Lutheran  Church. 
Richard Lee Sherer.  Mechan- 
ical    Engineering    senior    from 
Sharon,   is   a   member   of   Phi 
Eta Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4: Phi Kappa 
;Phi   3,   4;   Tau   Beta   Pi   3,   4, 
|Pres.  4;   and Tiger Band! 
James Barnett Stepp, of 
;Greer, an Industrial Manage- 
iment senior, is a Senator 5. 
I elected by CCP: and Editor of 
Tiger; he belongs to DKA 3, 
4, 5; Tiger Staff 2, 3, 4, 5, 
Sports Editor 4; Council of 
Club Presdients 5; College Lec- 
ture Committee 4; President's 
Committee 5: and was a mem- 
ber of PR's 2. 
Robert Milam Teague, Elec- 
trical Engineering senior from 
Laurens, received High Honors 
1, 3: Honors 2; is a Hall Coun- 
selor; belongs to Phi Eta Sig- 
ima:    Tau   Beta   Pi  3,  4:    Phi 
Kappa Phi 3, 4: ATEE 2, 3, 4. 
| Chairman 4: CCP 3, 4: WSBF 
Staff; YMCA Council 2, 3, 
Pres. 3; BSU 1, 2, 3, 4. He is 
also a recipient of DMS. 
Washington Price Timmer- 
man. Industrial Engineering 
junior from Hartsville, received 
R. F. Poole Scholarship 1, 2, 3; 
SIE 3; YMCA Council 1, 2, 3; 
BSU 1; President Soph. Class 
2; President's Committee & 
President's Council 2; Chairman 
Freshman Council 2; Student 
Senate 3; Chairman Rules 
Committee 3; Senate Parlia- 
mentarian 3; Taps 1, 2, 3, Or- 
ganizations Editor 3: Track 1; 
Swimming 1, 2; Block "C" Club 
2,   3. 
Robert Eugene Wall, Tex- 
tile Science senior from Char- 
leston Heights, belongs to 
Xat'l. Textile Manufacturing 
Society 2, 3, Vice-President 4; 
High Court Secretary 4;  State 
Student   Legislature  4;   Presi- 
dent's Committee; Kappa Del- 
ta  Chi  Historian  3,  4;   Coun- 
cil  Club   President   3;   Chair- 
man    4;    Dorchester    Clemson 
Club, Sec. 1, Vice-President 2; 
PSA  1;   Y  Council  1;   Bobbin 
&   Beaker   Staff  2,   Managing 
Editor  3,   Editor  4. 
Eugene Perritt Willimon.  Jr.. 
of  Clemson.   a  Chemical  Engi- 
neering senior, was recipient of 
High Honors 1;  Honors 2;  ACC 
Scholastic   Honors   2.   He   is   a 
member   of  Phi  Eta   Sigma   1; 
American    Institute    of    Chem- 
ical   Engineers   2.   3.   4.   Corre- 
sponding Sec. 4;  Blue Key 3, 4, 
Corr. Sec. 4:  Tiger Brotherhood 
3, 4, Pres. 4:   DKA 2. 3, 4, Sec. 
2.   Treas.   3;    CDA   3, 4.   Sec- 
Treas. 4;   Wesley Foundation 2; 
Tiger   Staff   2;    Football   team 
1. 
CUBS 
(Continued from Page A-5) 
With   little   more   than   ten 
seconds remaining in the game 
the   Cubs   walked   off  leaving 
the disappointed Yellow Jack- 
ets   to   wateh   the   clock   run 
out.    It   was   a    hard   fought  i 
game that the Cubs might well 
be proud  of in  the future.. It  I 
shows that they have the same 
great    determination    demon- 
strated  by  Clemson  teams  of 
the   past. 
John Boyette, Jerry Rogers 
and Joe Blackwell were the 
standout linemen against Geor- 
gia Tech. The strength of the 
team has been in the line as 
well as in the backfield. Billy 
Ward, Howard Hughes, George 
Sutton and Charlie Dumas dem- 
onstrated good running ability 
while Mike Troy caught the 
only two passes of the after- 
noon. 
STUDENTS 
(Continued from Page A-l) 
the  present circumstances,  he 
would   be   forced   to   drop   out 
from   school   if   he   could   not 
purchase  another  hearing  aid. 
The    real    damage,    however, 
cannot   be measured  in   mone- 
tary terms. As a matter of prin- 
ciple,  the students  should  have 
the right to correct the injustice 
that,     has     been     perpetrated 
against one of our own Clemson 
Men. Needless to say. we would 
like   to   disown   the   thief—this 
type of "human being" cannot 
be   tolerated   on   the   Clemson 
College campus and his actions 
are  a  reflection  on  the  whole 
student   body.   People   who   are 
withholding information on this 
incident  are  just  as   "low"   or 
more so than the thief himself. 
What    possible   use    could    the 






»    FOR THE BEST IN CLEANING    « 
Visit-DIXIE CLEANERS 
We Specialize in Repairs and Alterations 
TIGERETTE 
WASH  15c 
DRY           5c 
for 5 min. 
IRON ....    25c 
for 30 min. 
Try Our.... 
AMERICAN and ITALIAN  FOODS 
Now Serving Regular Dinner Meals 
CAPRI'S 
123 By-Pass 
CLEMSON,  S. C 
TO ALL STUDENTS OF 
CLEMSON 
CAN YOU USE A 
HUNDRED BUCKS? 
THAT'S WHAT YOU CAN WIN IN EVERY ONE OF 
College Football Contests 
IT'S EASY! Just pick the ten winning teams, predict the scores—and you're in the money! 
/ONLY STUDENTS ON THIS CAMPUS 
ARE ELIGIBLE! 
FOURTH CONTEST NOVEMBER 18™ 
All you have to do is clip the coupon, pick the winners and predict the scores—then 
figure out how you're going to spend that hundred bucks! It's easy . . . just clip the 
coupon below or get an entry blank where you buy cigarettes and fill in your predic- 
tions of the ten game scores. Then mail it with an empty Viceroy package or a reason- 
able rendition of the Viceroy name as it appears on the package front to Viceroy at 
the Box Number on the entry blank or drop it in the ballot box conveniently located 
on the campus. 
Open only to students and faculty members. Enter as many times as you want. 
Simply send an empty Viceroy package or reasonable rendition of the Viceroy name 
with each entry. 
Entries must be postmarked or dropped in the ballot box no later than the 
Wednesday midnight before the games and received by noon Friday of the same week. 
DON'T SMOKE ANOTHER CIGARETTE 
UNTIL YOU LEARN WHAT 
m    ^CEROYfc^at,e.Filter 
CAN DO FOR YOUR TASTE! 
It can do plenty. Here's why: the Viceroy filter 
starts with pure, safe vegetable material, made 
into the same straight filter strands as most 
good filters. 
But here's the twist: Viceroy weaves those 
tiny strands into the special Deep-Weave Filter 
. . . and that's the filter you can trust to give 
V.        you the good taste of 
V..:.. Viceroy's rich tobacco 
ft V blend. The fact is . .. 
\? Viceroy's 
Something Special 
End to End ... 
Special Filter! 
Special Blend! 
•Reg. U.S. Patent Office 
LOOK! 
HERE ARE ALL THE PRIZES 
YOU CAN WIN! 
1st PRIZE UJOO:, 
2nd PRIZE GQsro 
3rd PRIZE \nri 
puts    ">n^ 
5 OTHER PRIZES      '   M 
"OF $1022 EACH 
And a free carton of Viceroys to every contestant who names all ten winning 
teams—REGARDLESS OF THE SCORES! 
,__ _ —i 
(Attach Viceroy package or facsimile here) 
Viceroy College Football 
CONTEST NO. 4 
Here are my predictions for next Saturday's games. 
Send my prize money to: 
 CLASS  
HERE ARE THE CONTEST RULES-READ 'EM AND WIN! 
1. Any student or faculty member on this campus may enter 
except employees of Brown & Williamson, its advert isinE ajenci-s, 
or members of their immediate families. All entries become the 
property of Brown & Williamson—none will be returned. Winners 
•nil be notified within three weeks after each contest. Winners' 
names may be published in this newspaper. You may enter as often 
as you wish, provided each entry is sent individually. Contest sub* 
ject to all governmental regulations. Entries must be postmarked 
or dropped in ballot box on campus DO later than the Wednesday 
aidnight before the tames are played and received by noon Friday 
of the same week. The right to discontinue future contests is 
reserved. 
2. Entries must be in contestant's own name. On the coupon in thi. 
ad or on an Official Entry Blank or piece of paper of the same size 
and format, write your predictions of the scores of the games and 
check the winners. Enclose an empty Viceroy package or a reason- 
able rendition of the Viceroy name as it appears on the package 
front Mail entry to Viceroy at the Box Number on the entry blank 
or drop in Viceroy Football Contest Ballot Box on campus. 
3. Entries will be judged by The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. on 
the basis of number of winners correctly predicted. Ties will be 
broken on the basis of scores predicted. Duplicate prizes awarded 
in case of final ties. 
4. Winners are eligible for any prize io subsequent contests. 
©1961, BROWN & WILUAHSOM TOBACCO CORP. 
NAME. 
(pifASE  FBthTT  PLAINLY) 
ADDRESS. 
WIN 
I    I Georgia 
I I Georgia Tech. 
I | Clemson 
I ) Princeton 
I I Michigan 
I    I Army 
□ I. S. U. 
□ Stanford 





1 I Fur-man 
□ Yale 
□ Iowa 
I    | Oklahoma 
_J Mississippi St. 
I    | Washington St. 
_] Syracuse 
_J So. California 
SCORE 
Contest open ONLY TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY ON THIS CAMPUS. 
Mail before midnight, Nov. 15, to: Viceroy, Box 99-C ML Vernon 10, New York 
BACON! BACON! BACON! 
Prices Effective 
Through 
Sat., Nov. 4th 
Roth's 
BLACK HAWK BACON 
1 lb. pkg. — 59c 
• EVERY PURCHASE GUARANTEED FOR QUALITY AND 




lb. — 79c 
(See Other Ads — 
Pages A-3, A-4, A-5, B-2, B-3) 
Armour's Star 
BREAKFAST BACON 
2 lb. pkg. — 49c 
We Give TOP VALUE Stamps 
This Special Features Section contains famous 
Clemson Beauties who are sponsoring- campus or- 
ganizations for the Homecoming- Queen contest, 




CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1961 
Have you ever wondered about the life  of a 
Clemson  man? Here,  before  your very  eyes, wef 
have invaded the privacy of one lucky soul to show 
the world our trials and tribulations! 
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CDA Homecoming Beauties 
Pictured above are the beauties sponsored by CDA senior staff for this weekend's dances. On 
line top row, left to right, are pictured: Irene Martin of Columbia College, for Henry Goodwin, 
President; Mary Jo McLeod of Duke University, for Bueky Bostick, Vice-President; Patsy 
.Godwin of Columbia College, for Rusty Willimon, Secretary-Treasurer; Ratherine Eigby of 
•Columbia College, for Bobby Ginn, Placing. In the second row: Anne Sligh of Columbia Col- 
lege, for Howard Jones, Publicity; Mrs. Louise Fowler of Clemson, for Winston Fowler, Floor 
'Chairman; Mrs. D'ann Britt of Clemson, for Mike Britt, Decorations; Mrs. Nancy Jean Wat- 
son of Clemson, for Bill Watson, Alternus. 
Winthrop 
eigperifig" Rules Allow 
Some Discreet Inhibition 
EDITOR'S NOTE: 
Recently the Girls at our 
Sister school, Winthrop, 
passed new regulations on 
drinking "almost unanimous- 
ly." In an article that ap- 
peared in THE JOHNSONIAN" 
(the school paper) these regu- 
lations, smoking, and person- 
al appearance were discussed. 
Since the Clemson men are 
favorite visitors over that a' 
way we feel that they should 
be aware of the circumstances 
that prevail in the neighbor- 
hood. 
"Although      few       freshmen 
\ the majority of the up- 
•ssmen do smoke. However, 
.*y   of   those  who   do 
smoke don't have the approval 
parents.    These    girls 
smoke   'everyone   did   it! 
learned 'to enjoy it,' or mainly 
se it became a habit. The 
non-smokers   tend   to   think   it 
is  'unladylike.'  a  'nasty habit,' 
and 'too expensive.' 
The majority of those who 
smoke discreetly indulge in 
drinking alcoholic beverages, 
but the number of those who 
drank as compared to' those 
who  smoked was  less. 
iking regulations 
were   almost   unanimous"' 
proved    by    the    student   body. 
:se who did 
:ns did not 
■ ve of drin in  the 
le   radius   limit   of   Rock 
Hill.  One of the girls who did 
feel  tl :uld  be  allowed 
25-mile radius 
her reason as:  'If a girl is ma- 
ture enough to behave discreetly 
while drinking outside of a 25- 
i  she should  be 
i   to   be   held   responsible I 
for her conduct as becoming a 
Winthrop student in the Rock 
Hill   area.' 
Only a few thought drinking 
should not be allowed at all. 
Another commented, 'I believe 
the   drinking   regulations   are 
probably     correct.     I    would 
drink   regardless  of  any  reg- 
ulations    or    consequences—or 
the lack of them.' 
The most often given reason 
for drinking was to 'be sociable.' 
Impressing visitors with the 
neatness of appearance seemed 
to   be   the   general   concern. 
Most girls felt that bermudas 
and  slacks  should be allowed 
en front campus and the social 
area if they were neatly worn. 
As   one  girl  said,   'If  visiting 
boys see more than a few of 
us that do not look neat and 
dressed    in   good    taste,   they 
will think that the majority of 
Winthrop girls are slobs. This 
certainly wouldn't be good for 
promoting   dates.' 
Most of the students attended 
church regularly  before  coming 
to Winthrop.  Although the ma- 
do   attend   church, 
supports  the findings  of 
last  year's self-study,  their  at- 
tendance has not  been as reg- 
ular    as   at   home.    The   most 
common reason for not going to 
church at Winthrop was that the 
students   'needed  their  sleep.' 
College Installs 
Streets, Lights, 
New Dial System 
The manager of the footbail 
team has had five large elec- 
tric lights hung on the a 
field in order that the team 
might have more time in which 
I to practice. November 1, 1909. 
Cement walks are being laid 
in all strategic spots on the 
campus and all main streets are 
being paved. These are mere 
examples of the great steps be- 
ing taken by Clemson C 
January  18,  1911. 
A system of automatic tele- 
phones have been installed un- 
der the direction of Prof. F. T. 
Dargan. 
Each telephone is accompa- 
nied by a dial upon which are 
the numbers of all the tele- 
phones in the service. By tum- 
he dial hand to the prop- 
er number, connection direct to 
the telephone desired is made 
without the intervention of a 
"hello   girl." 
The mechanism below the 
dial makes the contacts to 
throw into operation a si 
battery which in turn operates 
the proper switches in the 
central  office. 
Transitions Mold 
Many New Aspects 
Of Religious Hue 
By M.  B.  HUDNALL 
Clemson    Methodist    Church 
.ts some wit who remarked 
'o long ago that as Adam 
I and Eve were leaving the Gar- 
i den of Eden. Adam turned to 
Eve and said, "Well, dear, 
I we're living in a day of trans- 
ition.'' Ho'.v many times has 
I this idea been expressed and 
■ will te repeated in reference to 
[our Clemson campus. Scarcely 
a week passes that one cannot 
see changes, innovations, and 
new  ideas put to  wc 
Here are just a few of the 
changes that affect the religious 
life of our campus: 
1. Before the war. the pastors 
of local  churches  blended 
congregational  duties  wi^h  stu- 
h mul- 
tiple ministries in most of our 
campus churches, the local pas- 
tors are not as directiy involved 
2. Before the war, our sti 
.ings could al- 
have been described as 
"captive audiences." This was 
true since under the military 
life of that day there was con- 
siderable restriction on week- 
end  freedom. 
Today   we   find   the   sti 
who participate in our respective 
denominational     programs     are 
the  ones who  are really inter- 
j ested. 
3. Before the war the personal 
:h  students  was  eas- 
ier   because   the   student   body 
was considerably smaller. 
Now our student ministers and 
s must work diligently to 
be    acquainted    with    students 
under   their   pastoral   oversight. 
4. Before the war the mar- 
j ried   student   had   not   emerged 
he significant factor that 
he is in campus life today. 
we are confronted 
many married students who 
need a special ministry, even 
as do our resident congrega- 
tions. 
5. Before the war (and be- 
cause of factors already stat- 
ed', student religious activities 
were easier to plan and execute. 
The students of earlier years 
were easier to reach. 
Certainly we do live in a day 
when many things are chang- 
ing. No one can close his eyes 
for even a moment and open 
them to see exactly what he 
saw before. But the unchanging 
fact is that ours is still a won- 
derful day in which to live and 
share in campus life, whether 
as a student or one who leads 
udent   religious   act; 
New Twist Version Rocks Ail Over 
By BOBBY DYE 
Tiger Asst. Feature Editor 
Hang in there, chile—hold it low—swuing a little— I 
to and fro.   Let's twist just one more time while the 
music salliiides on by.    Twistin', twistin', twistin'—it's 
twistin' time. 
Gyration Variations 
Dance lovers everywhere, here 
.  thorough presenta- 
tion, on the proper way to per- 
form the twist,  describing every 
facet  of  this  fascinating  dance. 
Assuming you know i 
(this dance, take it straight from 
I the   beginning   and   grasp   this 
! potent   information   taken   from 
ithe   words   of   Fred   Bush,   boy 
prodigy,    as   he    describes    the 
iich   enabled  him   to 
! ensnare the local twisting cham- 
:
 pionship. 
Fred long since ceased to 
count his many trophies and 
titles, but is most proud of 
the fact that he holds the 
amazing record of maintain- 
ing perfect control of all his 
facilities while setting the high 
of 186 gyrations per minute 
! for 83 minutes. But I digress 
—on with the learning Fr0" 
l   cess. 
Assume    a    position    on    the 
; dance   floor   that   you   feel   is 
■most  natural—in  front  of  your 
! partner     for     instance. 
your feet firmly in  the pc 
; yoli   feel   would   be   most   com- 
jfortable. If no position is over- 
whelmingly comfortable, it is 
suggested that the one foot be 
placed in the rear of the front, j brought. 
;leaving   the   front   naturali;-   in        The    actual 
: front of the  rear.  
With    both    feet    si;ccessft 
i planted in this remarkable • po- 
sition and separated 
iimately two cubits and a span, 
turn one to create an angle of 
about 63 degrees with the oth- 
er. This allows complete fcccy 
movement and lets everyone 
around you know that you know 
what's up in this dancing game. 
Slinging your arms first in 
a clockwise motion and then in 
notes flood the room, pause as 
if it were just too much and 
you must soak up an unbeliev- 
able beat. Then, quite sudden- 
ly, unleash every nerve, mus- 
cle, and fiber of your body in 
convulsive reply to the appeal 
of the music. Gradually begin 
to sway to and away from 
your partner until she sways 
in the same way. 
Natu s  simple process 
will soon become trifling and 
something r.ew must be thrown 
in  to  give  it ail  an  additional 
i.   One   suggested   ] 
at this point would be to 
denly     swing     around,     facing 
from   your   partner,    but 
continuing the swaying motion. 
Assuming    that   you   have   not 
dated a simpleton, she will soon 
gather that this, too, is part of 
tnce ar_d will also pi\ 
Immediate:;.-     upon     noticing 
that  she   is  facing   away   from 
you or even as she pivots, whirl 
around to your original position, 
leaving   her   still   facing   away. 
...  turn 
twisting is a relatively simple 
movement—performed as if in 
unbearable pain, utter joy, or 
inconceivable nervousness. An 
ideal method of practicing 
consists of lying in molasses, 
standing still long enough to 
attract thousands of flies, and 
then trying to shake them 
all   off. 
Do not.  at any  cost,  be dis- 
her.   Continue this process: couraged  if  you  can't  immedi- 
until it  becomes inevitable that' ately begin and last through a 
-ace  your partner  lest  you: complete   record,   for   this   is   a 
forget    who    it    was    that  you dance    that    reo.uires    stamina, 
I determination,    and   sheer   will 
movement    of  'power. Keep in mind that, once 
■I 
learned     and     perfec 
dance   will   become   your   most 
natural    motion    and    r: 
serve   as   a  rela: 
-'tal of the twen- 
r    eld.   "black    bet 
-il naturally be cor 
j to stand around and watch oth- 
j ers perform, the dance. Do not, 
I in   ar.; 
for you!  Learn 
and don't be misled by any of 
these ether amateurs. Join the 
throngs,   he st   op- 
portunity  and  live a littleill 
■the  opposite  direction  will im- 
fcely loosen you up suf- 
ficiently to perform any of the 
following movements. Assume 
a collegiate look, signal your 
partner the    action    is 
about   to   begin,   and   be: 
move around a little before the 
music starts. 
When   the   first   resounding 
Career Cues 
SiF Program Schedule 
88.1 mc. FM 600 kc. - AM 
SUNDAY 
FM: 
Si;n  On 
Spiritual   Interlude 
.V   Sports 
Cavalcade 
Ki ws 
Sunday  Cavalcade 
Allegro 







ast of Midnight 
N'ews Final 
1:02    Sigu Off 
AM i 
MONDAY   THROUGH   FRIDAY 
AM   &   FM: 
Sign  On. 
i   Headlines and Weather 
4:02   Platter Party 
(Wonderland    of   Music—F'si 
News,   National  and   Carolina 
Mostly   Music 
News  Headlines and Weather 
6:02    Mostly  Music 
News Headlines and Weather 
Mostly  Music 
News 
Mostly  Music 
Concert Hall 




12:00    News Headlines 
12:02    East of Midnight 
Todays   Headlines 
1:02    Sign Off 
Thursday night—0:10   Student Gov, 
Reports;   9:30   Stardust 
SATURDAY 
AM & 
:   On 
-   Headlines 
iderland   of   Music—FM) S:0O    News 
stlv Music 
Itines 
News   4   Sports 
in Sound 
>rts  Final 
12:62   Sign   Off 
FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, INC. 
Kodok Films, Chemicals and Paper 
—   AGFA FILMS   — 
All Types Cameras 
Projectors and Accessories 
105 E. Whirner St. Phone CAnal 4-0707 
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
HOLLY HILL INN 
On The 
CLEMSON CLOVER LEAF 
— • — 
^ Best Steaks Anywhere 
^ Open For Breakfast 
Sunday 
+■ Fast, Convenient Service 
^ Popular Prices 
correct on any grounds 
waiters & hillman 
campus shop 
clemson - anderson 
"Hitch your wagon to 
a 'growth' industry— 
and grow with it!" 
Doug/as Leigh, President 
Doug/as Leigh, inc. 
"A growth industry is a new industry that is on the 
way up — moving quickly, expanding fast. When- you 
join a company in one of the growth fields you have 
something extra working for you ... you grow up with it. 
To find out which industry is right for you, try this: Ask 
someone in a good investment office to give you a list of 
the   industries   he   considers  'growth  industries'.  Data 
Processing, plastics, and electronics are a few examples. 
Then pick the one you have a leaning toward, and get 
the names of the most progressive companies in that 
field. 
One thing I'd like to point out from my own career is 
... a growth industry may also be an old business that's 
on the verge of new development. Shortly after leaving 
college I found this situation in the Outdoor Advertising 
field. What my associates and I did was to employ color, 
action and motion to dramatically personify the product, 
brand or services being advertised. In doing so, we de- 
veloped the modern type 'Spectaculars' that talked, blew 
smoke rings, soap bubbles, etc signs that changed the 
face of Broadway and the famous Times Square area. 
This is just one example. The really important thing 
to remember is this: When you set your sights on a career, 
aim for an industry that is going to grow, so you can grow 
with it. It's the difference between a rocket that blasts 
off, and one that just sits there. Good luck!" 
Have a real cigarette-Came ?.. J. Be Company 
■ 
Carolina 
THE BEST TOBACCO MAKES THE BEST SMOKE. 
We Can Save You Time & Money 
-Come On In... And Let's Talk ^fil§ 





See Us Now For The Best Buys In 
Top Qualify 
ARMOURS STAR TURKEYS 
ITNEY JUNGL 
We Give TOP VALUE Stamps 
(See Other Ads — Pages A-3, A-4, A-5, A-6, B-3) 
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Xenon Gives Out Facts; 
Reveals Truth About Life 
By   XENON 
As Told To Buddy Young 
' Not to sound conceited or 
anything, but I imagine I am 
one of the best known figures 
on the Clemson campus, and 
I've got plenty of good reasons 
to be. Here, I'll tell you some 
things about myself. 
To start with, I'm a Basset 
Hound with the title of Xenon 
of Lionwood (not "Zeno," you 
dope), and I have a pedigree to 
back it up. I live with my mas- 
ter, Knox Landers, a chemis- 
try professor here at Clemson, 
when I'm not visiting my 
friends in the dormitories and 
5 dining room. 
I weigh 60 lbs. and when I 
stand on my hind legs I'm al- 
most four feet tall. I was born 
on November 30, 1958, so I'll 
be three years old soon (that's 
equal to 21 years of human 
life, so I'm still a young pup), 
and I'm sure my friends will 
. give  me   many   juicy   bones   to 
celebrate,  hint,  hint. 
Knox has had  an annoying 
compulsion  ever  since  he  got 
me   when   I   was   only   seven 
weeks old, to keep me in my 
pen while he's in class, and I 
try to humor him, but I often 
get   restless   and   want  to   go 
over to the campus. Since my 
pen is constructed of chicken 
wire   and   I  happen   to   be   a 
full   -    blooded   dog,   it's   no 
trouble   for   me   to   chew   my 
way   out. 
Once   I   arrive   at  the   dorms 
my buddies try to persuade me 
to stay  for a few  days,   and I 
sometimes do;  Knox is used to 
my   sprees   now   so   he   doesn't 
worry   too  much   anymore   and 
my conscience is clear. My most 
memorable     experiences     have 
happened   during   these   visits. 
For    instance,    some   of   the 
boys    once   found    me    covered 
with mud (from chasing a pret- 
ty  co-ed   through   a  mud  pud- 
dle) and offered me a nice clean 
Xenon At Work 
French Brassiere Style Sets New Mode 
As Women Clamor To Torture Body 
Can you imagine yourself 
wearing a foundation garment 
made from steel plates like those 
used in knights' armor? Or one 
of such rich and beautiful silk 
that it was always worn outside 
the dress? Can you see yourself 
in a foundation meant to cre- 
ate a sway backed silhouette? 
■ When did it all begin? Prob- 
ably the earliest foundation 
garment was the "bra" seen 
on some 4,000 year old Egyptian 
murals. It was simply a series 
of criscrossed straps worn out- 
side the dress as part of the 
costume. 
In later bras, the corset, ori- 
ginally not a girdle but a bod- 
ice, took over the functions of 
►the bra. It was popularized by 
a diabolical 16th century lady 
named Catherine de Medici. 
5 he thought that all ladies 
should have tiny rib cages and 
13 inch waistlines, and since 
she was Queen of France, all 
ladies—rich ones, anyway—soon 
did. They wore a tightly laced 
undergarment over which a 
framework of steel plates was 
fitted! 
After Catherine's reign, every- 
body relaxed—with dresses that 
did not need corsets because 
they had their own stays or 
"busks" sewn into the lining of 
their bodices. Bunning vertically 
the length of the bodice, the 
rod-shaped busks were made of 
wood, iron, or handsomely dec- 
orated   ivory. 
Some were actually daggers 
encased in fancy sheaths! Wom- 
en often took them out and 
played with them as with a 
fan—or looked "daggers" at a 
fickle beau. 
This decline and fall was one 
big reason for the rise of the 
bra. Decorously called a "bust 
bodice," it evolved from the 
earlier "petticoat bodice," worn 
in the 19th century over the 
corset to keep it clean and hide 
it from view under transparent 
garments. Though the "bust 
bodice" appeared in 1900, it 
did not become really fashion- 
able till 1910, with the revival of 
the   high-waisted   Empire   Line. 
Interestingly enough, though 
"brassiere" is a French word 
(from the French "bras" or 
arm), it is not the word used 
in France to describe the gar- 
ment in question. The French 
refer delicately to the bra as 
a "soutien-gorge" (throat sup- 
porter). 
The reason that foundations 
have become figure molders 
rather than figure confiners, is 
that women themselves are less 
confined and restricted than 
at any time in history. New de- 
velopments such as flexible 
plastic stays and rubber are 
helping the lady fair to even 
greater   fashion   freedom. 
Quite a change from armor 
plate! 
bed to rest in; only trouble was 
that the boy whose bed it was 
didn't seem to want to carry 
our friendship that far when 
he   found  me  there. 
That's almost like the time 
my friends put me (a clean me 
this time) between the sheets 
of another boy's bed and I 
went to sleep. A while later the 
boy came in, got undressed, and 
crawled into bed with me; I 
still don't understand why he 
ran screaming down the hall 
when I gave him a wet good- 
night kiss, I guess it was from 
what I smelled on his breath, 
my choice,  Budweiser. 
I've even dabbled in politics 
a bit; during one of the elec- 
tions a candidate asked me to 
assist him in his campaign 
and I obliged. I was dressed in 
a tee shirt and an athletic 
supporter and paraded through 
the dining hall with a sign 
hanging around my neck. It 
was an enjoyable experience 
except that one of my pieces 
of human clothes bothered me 
and got in my way consider- 
ably. 
Life hasn't always been red 
roses though, I was hit by a 
car in the winter of 1959 dur- 
ing a snow storm and my hind 
legs were paralyzed. I strug- 
gled for six days to drag myself 
home without food or warmth 
and only snow to drink, when 
I got in a ditch only a quarter 
of a mile from my home and 
couldn't pull myself out. 
Finally some small school 
children came by and saw me, 
they, bless them, called Knox 
and he immediately came and 
took me to the vet. They said 
it was a wonder that I didn't 
catch pneumonia, but I was as 
new in no time at all, visiting 
my friends again to let them 
know I was all right. 
That reminds me of the time 
I had my other car accident; 
I was in the back seat of Knox's 
car leaning out of the window 
enjoying the cool wind, when 
"Mister Landers" kindly put on 
the brakes to stop for a rail- 
road crossing without warning 
me first; there I went, sailing 
out of the car to land solidly 
on my hard head; all right wise 
guys, it didn't affect me, I have 
enough sense not to lean out 
of a car window any more; I 
learned in one lesson and that's 
more than I can say for several 
of my human friends. 
Mrs.    Albert    and    I    can't 
quiet seem  to see eye  to eye 
on   my   visiting   the   student 
lounge  above  the  loggia.   She 
never will let me in and shoos 
me out whenever anyone else 
lets me in; she seems to think 
I'll mess up the furniture, but 
everyone  who  knows  me  also 
knows  better  than  that.   Arf, 
art,  arf!  I still try to be my 
friendliest   with    her   because 
I like her a lot. 
Well,    it's  been  nice   talking 
to you but I've got to go now. 
In  closing  I'd  just  like  to say 
that though I'm devoted to my 
master,  Knox,  I consider every 
student    at    Clemson    a   close 
friend and I shall continue my 
good-neighbor policy  of visiting 
ya'll   whenever   I   can   escape, 
whoops,  I mean leave my pen. 
Xenon of Lionwood 
Senior Football Sponsors Student Problems Dear Bullwinkle 
Sponsors for Senior Football Players are left to right, top, Fran Nau, Manager Mark Jones, 
Linda Crouch, Wendall Black; Jean Merritt, Tommy King; Julia Meeks, Bob Coleman; Mrs. 
Pat West, Calvin West; 2nd row—Mrs. Thomas Gue, Thomas Gue; Mrs. Linda Floyd, Sam 
Floyd, Manager; Judy Rooney, Ron Scrudato; Marge Madik, Ron Andreo; Mrs. Ellen Bost, 
Ed Bost. 3rd row—Dennis Gunter, Lon Armstrong; Mrs. Connie Veronee, Jack Veronee; 
Catherine Findley, Jimmy King; Beth Hill, Gary Barnes; Mrs. Bonnie Osborn, Ronnie Os- 
born. 4th row—Jean Wilson, Ronnie Crowley, Judy Bolt, Joel Palmer; Laura Bishop, 
Harry  Pavilack.   (Photo—Courtesy Athletic Dept.) 
"A Rebel Came Home" Raises 
Publishing Record Of Professors 
Hello, friends! In the coming 
weeks I shall attempt to deal 
honestly and frankly with the 
typical problems confronting to- 
day's student;—forgery, kidnap- 
ing,  arson,  and rape. 
I will attempt to answer you 
as candidly as I can, although 
including cash in the envelope 
will not only insure a prompt 
reply but a favorable attitude 
toward your side. 
Dear Bullwinkle: 
Although I am only a sopho- 
more, I weigh 435 pounds. They 
are having a costume ball at 
school and I don't want to look 




Go as a Volkswagen. There 
are so many of them today that 




I am in the eighth grade and 
my mother refuses to let me go 
to New York and Los Angeles 
for wild parties on weekends. 
How can I convince her? 
Adult Type 
Dear  Adult Type: 
Disguise     yourself    as    your 
seven-year-old sister and see if 
your mother  is just  biased. 
Bullwinkle 
Dear   Bullwinkle: 
For some time now, I have 
been absolutely certain that I 
am Mrs. Calvin Coolidge. My 
parents and my doctor tell me 
to get lots of rest, maybe even 
drop out of school. What do you 
think? 
Confused 
Dear   Confused: 
This seems to be a personal 
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{Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many 
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.) 
A Rebel Came Home, recently 
released Civil War diary, is the 
out-of-class project of two emi- 
nent Clemson educators, Charles 
M. McGee, Jr., and Ernest M. 
Lander,   Jr. 
Discarded and forgotten, the 
diary was not noticed until the 
1930's when it was discovered 
in a stack of the family records 
and books of Miss Margaret 
Calhoun, granddaughter of the 
author,   Floride   Clemson. 
An interested friend, Dr. A. 
G. Holmes of the Clemson his- 
tory department obtained the 
diary but was. unable to work 
on it in his remaining years. 
At his death Mrs. Holmes gave 
the book to the College Library, 
and nothing more was said 
about it. 
Aware of the existence be- 
cause of his personal friendship 
with Dr. and Mrs. Holmes, Dr. 
Ernest Lander had considered 
publishing the diary but did not 
begin work until he learned 
that, through other researches, 
Mr. McGee had also become in- 
terested. 
A Rebel Came Home is the 
Civil    War    diary    of    Floride 
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Clemson (born 1842). The diary 
is unusual because Floride was 
a Confederate girl, who, with 
her mother, spent most of the 
war years in Yankeeland—at 
Bladensburg and Beltsville, 
Maryland. Meanwhile, her fa- 
ther and her brother, John Cal- 
houn Clemson, were aiding the 
Southern   cause. 
The diary reveals that many 
of the Clemsons' "Yankee" 
friends were secretly in sym- 
pathy with the Confederacy, al- 
though their Pennsylvania kin 
were staunch Unionists. As the 
Clemsons moved in the best of 
social circles, Floride comments 
briefly about a number of prom- 
inent persons, including ex- 
President Buchanan, in whose 
home she visited. 
John Calhoun Clemson was 
captured by the Yankees in 
Mississippi and sat out the lat- 
ter part of the war in a prison 
camp at Sandusky, Ohio. Mrs. 
Clemson finally managed to vis- 
it him during this imprison- 
ment. In July, 1864, the Clem- 
sons, then in Beltsville, were 
in the center of Early's raid on 
Washington. 
Later that year mother and 
daughter secured passes to re- 
turn South. Floride's diary de- 
scribes twelve tortuous days of 
travel until they arrived in Pen- 
dleton on December 31, 1864, 
only to endure the agonies of 
Confederate collapse and the 
terrible ordeal of military oc- 
cupation. 
The remaining portions of the 
diary, 1885-1866, recount daily 
events around Pendleton, ?■ 
number of marriages and 
deaths, a lengthy stay among 
the Abbeville kin, and the fi- 
nal illness and grisly death 
from cancer of Mrs. John C. 
Calhoun. 
YOUNG MAN 
the new blue, black-blue, 
olives and grays for Fall 
1961 take some pretty 
careful accessorizing. New 
nds of shirts, new kinds of ties 
... to tie in with our Fall 
Cricketeer's we've a 
very Fall '61 accessory 
collection. Take a 




It has been alleged that coeds go to college for the sole purpose 
of finding husbands. This Ml, of course, an infamous canard, and 
I give fair warning that, small and spongy as I am, anybody 
who says such a dastardly thing when I am around had better 
be prepared for a sound thrashing! 
Girls go to college for precisely the same reasons as men do: 
to broaden their horizons, to lengthen their vistas, to drink at 
the fount of wisdom. But, if, by pure chance, while a girl is 
engaged in these meritorious pursuits, a likely looking husband 
should pop into view, why, what's wrong with that? Eh? What's 
wrong with that? 
The question now arises, what should a girl look for in a 
husband. A great deal has been written on this subject. Some 
say character is most important, some say background, some 
say appearance, some say education. All are wrong. 
The most important thing—bar none—in a husband is health. 
Though he be handsome as Apollo and rich as Midas, what good 
is he if he just lays around all day accumulating bedsores? 
The very first thing to do upon meeting a man is to make 
sure he is sound of wind and limb. Before he has a chance to 
sweet-talk you, slap a thermometer in his mouth, roll back his 
eyelids, yank out his tongue, rap his patella, palpate his thorax, 
ask him to straighten out a horseshoe with his teeth. If he fails 
these simple tests, phone for an ambulance and go on to the 
next prospect. 
If, however, he turns out to be physically fit, proceed to the 
second most important requirement in a husband. I refer to a 
sense of humor. 
A man who can't take a joke is a man to be avoided. There 
are several simple tests to find out whether your prospect can 
take a joke or not. You can, for example, slash his tires. Or burn 
his "Mad" comics. Or steal his switchblade. Or turn loose his 
pet raccoon. Or shave his head. 
After each of these good-natured pranks, laugh gaily and 
shout "April Fool! If he replies, "But this is February nine- 
teenth," or something equally churlish, cross him off your list 
and give thanks you found out in time. 
But if he laughs silverly and calls you "Little Minx!" put 
him to the next test. Find out whether he is kindly. 
%tMMM0ok$rm 
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The quickest way to ascertain his kindliness is, of course, to 
look at the cigarette he smokes. Is it mild? Is it clement? Is it 
humane? Does it minister tenderly to the psyche? Does it 
coddle the synapses? Is it a good companion? Is it genial? Is 
it bright and friendly and filtered and full of dulcet pleasure 
from cockcrow till the heart of darkness? 
Is it, in short, Marlboro? 
If Marlboro it be, then clasp the man to your bosom n3H» 
hoops of steel, for you may be sure that he is kindly as a-smn* 
mer breeze, kindly as a mother's kiss, kindly to his very manowt! 
And now, having found a man who is kindly and heaitby 
and blessed with a sense of humor, the only thing that reimaina 
is to make sure he will always earn a handsome living. That, 
fortunately, is easy. Just enroll him in engineering. 
© 1961 Mai Shulman 
Joining Marlboro in bringing you this column throughout 
the school year is another tine product from the same 
makers—the king-size, unMtered Philip Morris Commander. 
Here is pure, clean smoking pleasure. Try a pack. You'll be 
welcome aboard! 
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Revealed! —The Life Of A Clemson Man... 
Ah-h-h-h, 6 Minutes To Go, Lots Of Time. 
Fred Bush, local yokel, has been successfully trailed 
through one of his ever-typical, forever-monotonous, but 
rough-baby-rough days. Now, in bold print, we are able 
to reveal a glimpse of his thrilling life on campus. 
Fred Bush is the symbol of the Clemson student body, 
the target of the professor's "I know you don't know, but 
make a silly guess" questions, and typical picture of a 
low scode trying to become a big scode  through college. 
His day makes a crashing start around 7:00, as he 
springs out of the sack with his eyes still asleep and his 
teeth itching. Groping like a babe in the woods for new 
knowledge, he struggles, stammers, and straggles on and 
through his classes. 
When Will I  Ever Make This Class On Time. 
Who Invented This Silly Ritual? 
I Could Have Slept All Hour, But...... 
My Credits Are Measured By The Pound. 
Why, Oh  Why, Was  P&A  Every Built? Cut The Gab Man, It's Sacktime. Hooray For The Sack After A Hard Morning Of Classes. 
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Somebody Must Be Feeding That Spider. 
Sure, I've Had That Course Several Times. 
Fred Bush, boy wonder, stands a vague chance of 
graduating from Clemson if he faithfully plods through 
725 days of college and makes no mistakes. Mistakes 
are made up by thrilling summer schools and much 
more work, as the drive to obtain 150 credits must 
never slacken. 
Peer around at the pictures — grasp their signifi- 
cance — attempt to realize the full picture of a day in the 
life of a Clemson student. Fred Bush is merely a sym- 
bol, but his actions have been presented under the char- 
acter of one Monty Tucker in a series of pictures bv 
Jerry Stafford. 
Hmm, The Party Of The  First Part Must..., WOW! 
How Did  Dean Coakley Ever Find Out?. 





Coffee  Is Echth, But Fellowship Is Great. 
■ ■ .■■ 
Made It, Weary But Happy. Let's See If I Can Improve This Hand. A Student's Day Is Never  Complete But I Give Up. 
i 
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Graceful Beauties Reign Over Clemson 
Sandy Pickens Eloise McGinty 
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